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ABSTRACT
This report describesa studyof the feasibility of producing night noise contoursto depict levels of
night-time annoyancearound airports. The work was commissionedby the National Air Traffic
Services Ltd (NATS Ltd) for the UK Department of Environment, Transport and the Regions
(DETR). The report is broken down into five main elements:an examinationof the causesof an
annoyanceresponse,an investigationof models for predicting night-time annoyance,a review of
existing dose-responserelationshipsused to assesseffects, an examinationof the applicability of
existing night-time weightsand their adoption in the existingproceduresin the USA.
Correlations are found betweenannoyancereactions and noise exposurelevels. There is some
agreementon dose-responserelationshipsfor the day-timeor 24-hour period but evidencefor robust
and consistentdatafor night-time remainsunconvincing. There also appearsto be a lack of evidence
on the significance of the contribution of individual effects, such as sleep disturbance and
communication interference,to the total annoyanceresponse. Selectionof the most appropriate
metric is not simple, but shouldbe determinedby the needto measurenoise dose in such a way as
to help define the extent of an effect.
A four stageideal model for predicting annoyanceat different times of day is summarised. This
reveals gaps in knowledge which need to be resolved before we can apply it to predicting noise
annoyancecontours. The work concludesthat we cannot,at present,produce night contours that
depict levels of night-time annoyance.In order to developa useful and pragmatictool on which to
base regulatory controls, recommendationsare made for consideration by the DETR when
prioritising their next actions.
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8.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.

The National Air Traffic ServicesLtd (NATS Ltd) requestedNPL to examinethe feasibility
of producing night noise annoyancecontours for the UK Department of Environment,
Transportand the Regions(DETR). This report describesthis studyand its findings.

2.

The main objective of this work was to addressthe question "Could night contours be
produced that depict levels of night-time annoyancethat are equallyapplicable at the three
London designatedairports?". Other objectives related to defining independentday and
night annoyancereactions, establishing correlations between these reactions and noise
exposurelevels and to defining new research(section1).

3.

The work was broken down into five areas: investigation of the causes of night-time
annoyance,investigationof models for predicting night-time annoyance,review of existing
dose-response
relationshipsusedto assessaffects, examinationof the applicability of existing
night-time weightings,andthe adoptionof existingproceduresused in the USA.

4.

The work strategywas split into four main areas: information collation, classification of
articles, formulation of key issues,and consultations(section3).

5.

The causesof night-time annoyanceare examined. Cause-effectconceptsare explainedto
relatenoiseand its effectsin a communitysetting. The key acousticandnon-acousticfactors
contributingto an annoyanceresponseare summarised(seepage 17). The main factors for
annoyance
duringthe night-time period are reviewed. It is not possibleto rank these in order
of importance(section4).

6.

The role of sleepdisturbancein determiningnight-time annoyanceis analysedand presented
as a flow chart (see page 27). The level of knowledge about its role is found to be
fragmentary(section4.3).

7.

The information on annoyanceis used to develop a model for predicting night-time
annoyance.The generalrequirementsof a useful model are setout. A four stageideal model
for deriving total overall annoyanceat different times of the day is described(seepage31).
Information on existingmodels relating to thesevarious stagesis analysed. This revealed
manygapsin knowledgerequiring investigationbeforewe can usethe model to derive nighttime annoyancecontours(section5).
Dose-responserelationshipsto assessthe effects of noise during the night-time period are
reviewed. Their reliability and validity is discussedwhen considering the optimal selection
of dose-responserelationshipsfor predicting annoyance(section6).

9.

Night-time weights used to predict annoyanceduring the night-time period are evaluated.
In particular, considerationis given to examiningthe consequencesof adopting the wrong
penalty/function(section7).

10.

The existing data on night-time weights are reviewed to assesstheir applicability for
predictingnight-time annoyance.It is found that theseshowconsiderablevariability and are
not robust. Studiesdo show however that eveningand night-time noise are rated as more
annoyingthan the equivalentday-time noise, even if the magnitudeof the difference is not
agreed(section8).

.

Aiming

11

The pros and cons of adoptingthe existing implementationof night-time weights used in the
USA are reviewed. It is concludedthat it may not be appropriateto adopt such an index in
the UK at this time (section9).

12.

It is concluded that we do not currently have enough researchevidence to produce
scientifically robust night contours that depict levels of night-time annoyance(section 10).

13.

The unresolvedissuesrequiring researchare set out in terms of informationrequired on the
four stageideal annoyancemodel. Preferred studyoptions are presented. It is recognised
that althoughthis ideal model may not ever be fully realised,we should aim future research
towards the provision of pragmatictools on which to baseregulatorycontrols (section 11).

14.

Recommendations are made for the Departmentto considerin setting future priorities
(section 13). Theseinclude:
I

researchtowards providing pragmaticdecisionmakingtools.
Researchinto the effectsof aircraft noise on sleepduring shoulderhours.
More detailedanalysisof existing survey datato answerspecific questionsrelating
to night-time noiseannoyance.
Identification of currently planned survey work.
M~nitoring of key developments such as EC policy, other research work, findings
of the Netherlands Health Committee on a Uniform Noise Metric, ICBEN
recommendations.
Taking into account the direction ofEC noise policy and possibly influencing it.
Consideration of the merits of producing a total combined measure for all effects.
Continued promotion of technology transfer and dissemination of existing research
evidence.
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GLOSSARYOF TERMS
A-WeightedSound
Pressure(LJ

This is commonly referred to by the term "noise level" and is a
weighted sound pressurelevel produced by electronic filtering (or
'weighting' of certain sound frequencies). The A-weighting was
designedto approximatethe responseof the human ear to sound and
it has been found to correlate better than the unweighted sound
pressurelevel with the subjectiveassessment
of auditory magnitude
of many typesof sound.

Actimetry

A method of measuring wrist movements. Instrument used for
measuringis an actimeter,worn like a wrist watch.

CAA

Civil Aviation Authority.

CNEL

CommunityNoise EquivalentLevel, dB.

CNR

CompositeNoise Rating.

dBA

Levels on a decibel scale of noise measuredusing a frequency
dependent weighting which approximates the characteristics of
humanhearing. Theseare referred to as A-weighted sound levels;
theseare very widely usedfor noise assessment
purposes.

Decibel (dB)

The decibelis a measureon a logarithmic scaleof the magnitudeof
a particular quantity suchas sound pressure(p) or sound intensity
with respectto a standardizedreferencequantity. A sound pressure
level, L, is expressedas:
L = 10 Iog1o
!i-l

dB

(Pref 2)

Prefis generally taken as 20 micropascals.

Department

DETR (seebelow).

DETR

UK Departmentof Environment,Transportandthe Regions.
Fomlerly, in the contextof this work, the Departmentof Transport.
DETR is referred to asthe Departmentin this report.

Dose-response

A relationship betweenthe noise exposuredose received and the
responsearising from its effect.

DNL

Day/nightaveragesoundlevel, dB. Also known as Ldn'

DORA

Departmentof Operational Researchand Analysis; a department
within the Researchand DevelopmentDirectorate ofNA TS Ltd.

DOT

Departmentof Transport.

FICON

FederalInteragencyCommitteeon Noise.

.

Footprint

A noise contour which joins points on the ground which receivethe
same maximum noise level from an aircraft during take-off or

landing.
Ldn

Day-nightaveragesoundlevel, dB. Also known as DNL.
Exampleof a day and night index.

Leq'T

Equivalentcontinuousnoiselevel for specifiedperiod T.

Lmax

The highest instantaneoussound level recordedduring an event. in
dBA (measuredusinga standard's' time weighting).

NATS Ltd.

National Air Traffic ServicesLtd.

NEF

NoiseExposureForecast.

NNI

A compositemeasureof exposureto aircraftnoisetaking into account
the averagepeak noise level and the number of aircraft in a specific
period.

PerceivedNoise Level

This is a noiselevel obtainedby computationfrom the sound pressure
(Lm) levels in octavesor third octaves. It employs a frequency
weighting based on jwy ratings of noisinessand is expressedin
perceivednoise decibels(PNdB).

Regression

The statisticalprocedureof fitting a descriptivemathematical
relationshipto a set of measurements.

SEL, sound exposure
LAB = 10 Ig .!. r ~pl (t)

t 0 JL"1 ~dt
Po
where
PA(t)

is the instantaneousA-weightedsoundpressure;

t2 -t1
is a stated time interval long enoughto encompassall
significantsoundof a statedevent;
Po
to

is the referencesoundpressure(20 ~Pa);
is the referenceduration( 1 s).

Shoulderhours

The hours when one is trying to fall asleepand the hours directly
before one usuallyawakens.

Sleeplatency

The time betweenlights out and falling asleep.

Sleeponset

The time of first falling asleep.

Sleepstudy(UK)

Throughoutthisreport,theUK sleepstudyrefersto the studyreported
by OLLERHEAD 1992.

.

Soundlevel

The magnitudeof noisemeasuredon a decibelscale.

The EquivalentContinuous

The level of a notionally steady sound which at a given position and
over a defined period of time would have the same A-weighted
acoustic energy as the fluctuating noise.

SoundLevel(L~
The Single EventNoise
ExposureLevel (LAX)

The level which, if maintained constantfor a period of 1 second,
would cause the same A-weighted energy to be received as is
actuallyreceived from a given noiseevent.

w

Weight, weighting, adjustment,penaltyto be multiplied by number
of noiseevents(N) or relative pressuresquared. For the night-time,
the weight is Wnfor the eveningthe weight is we'

w(dB)

Weight, to be addedto the single eventsound level or single hour
Leqbefore the logarithmic transformation. For the night-time, the
weightis w(dB)n' This weightis measuredin decibels,dB.
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INTRODUCnON

Noise exposurecontoursare widely usedto depict the long-term impact of aircraft noise on people
living near airports. 'Noise exposure'is sometimesdefined via a straightforwardmeasureof noise
energy, such as an energy equivalentcontinuous noise level, Leq (16 hour). Other indices make
allowance for varying sensitivityto noise during different parts of the 24-hour period; for example,
the day-night average sound level Ldn (DNL), which weights night-time noise by 10 dB and
communitynoise equivalentlevel, CNEL, which additionallyweightseveningnoise by 5 dB.
Night weightings have not been adopted in the UK because they have not been validated
scientifically. The UK Aircraft Noise Index Study (ANIS) (DORA 1985)could not demonstrateany
benefit from introducing weightingsto accountfor a variation in noise sensitivityover the 24-hour
period.\ It was concluded from the DORA night noise social surveystudies(DORA 1980) that Leq
was probably as good as any alternative index of night noise exposure but no 'dose-response'
relationshipwas proposed.
One reasonfor arguing that compositeday-nightindicesare inappropriateis that the effectsof noise
at night are fundamentallydifferent from those during the day -primarily sleepdisturbance versus
annoyance.This logic led to the use of overlapping contours and footprints as a basis for noise
insulation grant scheme (NIGS) boundaries: daytime contours for annoyance,footprints as sleep
disturbancethresholds.
The Department'ssleepstudyundertakenin 1991 (OLLERHEAD 1992)indicated that the threshold
conceptis appropriate but that, above it, aircraft noiseinduced sleepdisturbanceduring the night is
not a strong effect. However, the impact of aircraft noise during the 'shoulderhours', that is when
peoplearetrying to sleepor finally awaken,is uncertain.Aside from this areaof uncertainty,it seems
thatannoyanceis the principal effect by night as well as by day. Assumingthat direct effectsof sleep
disturbance(as opposedto anythat might be causedindirectly by chronic annoyance)are negligible,
there appearto be no fundamentalobjectionsto definingannoyance-based
night contours.
It is within this framework that the National Air Traffic Services, NATS Ltd, have asked NPL to
examinethe issueof nighttime noiseannoyancefor the Department.The objectivesof the work were
set out asbelow:

1

By reviewing availableresearchevidence,to addressthe question:
"Could night contoursbe producedthat depict levelsof night time annoyancethat are equally
applicable at the three Londondesignatedairports?"

andeither

2.

To defme independentdayand night annoyancereactions.

1 In 1990, following public consultationafter ANIS, a 16-hourdaytimeLeq noise exposure
index was adoptedto replaceNNI.

1
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3.

To establishcorrelationsbetweentheseannoyancereactionsand noiseexposurelevels

or
4.

To define what. if any, new researchcould be conductedto make2 and 3 above possible.

The aim of this report is to describethe study and presentthe findings for the Department of
Transport.
This studycan beconsideredas a 'snap-shot'of views of the currentknowledgein the subjectof night
time annoyance,put togetherto addressthe key objectivesof the work. It is primarily a literature
reviewandassessment.
Therehasbeenextensivereview work carried out over 10 yearsago on night
time weightsand variation of annoyancewith time of day. Use is madeof thesestudiesand reports,
particularly those by Fields and Fidell (FIELDS 1986c, FIDELL 1980).This studycan be regarded
as a relatively short study in comparisonto thesestudiesand as suchdoes not attemptto attackthe
problem in the samelevel of detailsas theseextensivestudies. It does howeverattemptto pullout
the key information from thesestudiesin answeringthe work objectives.
To assistthe readerto understandmanyof the terms used in the report, a glossaryofterrns has been
included. A referencelist is alsoprovided. This is arrangedalphabetically,with details given in the
text in bracketsusingthe first namedauthorandyear of publication.

2
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GETTING TO GRIPS WIm

THE PROBLEM

The main objective of this work is set out in terms of the question:
"Could night contours be produced that depict levels of night time annoyance that are
equally applicable at the three London designatedairports?"
Let us look at this question more closely in order to set out what we are trying to achieve. In doing
this, we will examine the parts of the question that are highlighted above in bold.

2.1

HOW DO WE DERIVE CONTOURS ?

Contourscan be regardedaslines on a map around an area(e.g. an airport) that depict lines of equal
amounts of noise exposureor severity of community reaction. These are used to monitor noise
exposuretrendsaroundairports,compareairports or for the planningof newairports. To derive such
contourswe needto know
(1)
(2)

data on the noise sources,
receIverexposure.

Infonnation about effect(s) of exposureis required to derive noise limits or interpret the severityof
an impact of a noise source on a community. To interpretthe impact of the noise levels shown by
the contours, we also need to know the effects of exposure on the receiver. In order to link the
physicalexposureto the humanresponsean interveningstepis used,basedon a cause-effectmodel
incorporating dose-responserelationships.Sucha model can incorporatea number of factors. One
of theseis a time of day factor for which one needsto know how peoplerespondto noise at different
times of day.
hI examiningthe main objectiveof this work. it will thereforebe necessaryto investigatemodels and
dose-responserelationshipsat different times of day. Without this information, we cannot derive
contoursto depict levels of responseto a noise sourceduring the night time period.

2.2

WHAT IS NIGHT-TIME ANNOYANCE?

Annoyance has been defmed by the World Health Organisation(WHO 1980) as 'a feeling of
displeasureevoked by a noise'. The annoyance-inducingcapacityof a noisedependsupon manyof
its characteristics,including its intensity, spectral characteristics,and variationsof these with time
of day. Annoyance reactions are sensitive to non-acousticalfactors such as those of a social,
psychological or economic nature. Community annoyance also varies with activity (speech
communication,relaxationetc) (BERGLUND 1995).
Let us define night time annoyanceas 'a feeling of displeasureevoked by a noise occurring during
the night-time period'. We would expectthat the annoyance-inducingcapacityof a noise during the
night-time period to be dependenton many of its characteristicsand how thesechangeduring the
night-time period. It would be sensitiveto non-acousticalfactors and vary with interference with
night-time activities.

3
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A key requirementin definingnight-time annoyanceis one of defining the night-time period. Nighttime could be regarded as a specific time window, eg between2300-0700 or could be split into
eveningandnight However,in defmingthe night-time period, we must understandwhy we are doing
this. In choosinga night-time period, we can examinewhat activities may be potentially interfered
with and how the noise characteristicsmay vary during thesetime periods. For example,if we are
defining a night-time period to protectsleep,thenwe must choosethe relevantsleepinghours.
This processcould equally work the other way around, by examiningthe activities interfered with
and how the noise characteristicsvary over the night-time period, thenwe maybe able to define our
night-time period. In Fidell's studyof time of day weights(FIDELL 1980)he followed the line that
the humanactivities ratherthantime of day at which they occur were the substantiveissue.The time
of daywas merelya convenientsurrogatesusceptibleto regulation.
To summarise,to successfullydevelop a night-time annoyanceresponsemodel on which to base"
contours, we need to consider the main causes of annoyance at night (the critical activity.
interference),their dose-effectrelationships,and to chosea night-time period that can be associated
with the activity that any regulationsmay be trying to protect.

2.3

APPLICABILITY AT THE nIREE LONDON AIRPORTS

A requirementof the work is to examinehow the resultscould be applied at the three London airports
of Heathrow, Gat'fick and Stansted.This would have to take into accountsource noise, receiver
exposureand effe~ of exposure.Thesewould be determined,amongstother things, by the flight
operationsand socio- and demographicfactors. A comparisonstudywould haveto be carried out of
the three airports and environsto determinedifferencesand how thesewould impinge on a model
usedto definecontours.This topic was not considereda priority from the outsetof this work. It could
form a later stageof the study. It will not thereforebe examinedin any detail in this report.

2.4

WHAT IS 1rlnS WORK IS TRYING TO ACffiEVE ?

In this sectionwe havetried to clarify the work objectives. The crux of the work appearsto rest with
determininga model to explainnight-time annoyanceupon which to basecontours.In doing this, we
must investigatethe main causesof an annoyanceresponseat night. In order to meet our work
objective we needto understand:
The causesof night-time annoyance
Models for predictingnight-time annoyance
Dose-responserelationshipsusedto assessthe effectsof noise at night
The applicability of night-time weightingsto the problem
How we could adopt existing proceduresused elsewhereto predict annoyanceat
night.

4
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The work describedin this report setsout to examinethesekey issuesin turn. It investigatesthe state
of knowledge to date on each issue and identifies the gaps in knowledge. In the light of this
information, the key objective can be re-examinedand researchneedsidentified. The rest of this
report describesthe work to this end.
3

WORK STRATEGY

3.1

STAGE 1: INFORMATION COLLATION

3.1.1 Literature search
A literature searchwas carried out at NPL' s main library in order to review the available research.
The keywords thatwere usedincludednoise, annoyance,sleep,night, time of day, and aircraft. Over
120 articleswere identified with around22 found to be particularly relevantto the work objectives.
In addition, a number of back issuesof the Proceedingsof various conferenceswere scannedfor
useful articles.

3.1.2 Preliminary contactwith key researchers
Personalcontactswereusedto requestinformation on key articles. Thesepersonsincluded Dr James
Fields of NASA Langley ResearchCenter, USA and Dr Larry Finegold of USAF Armstrong
Laboratory,Ohio, USA.

3.2

STAGE 2: CLASSIFICATION OF ARTICLES

After obtaining the articles, each was classified using the classification sheet given in Appendix I.
These sheets were used as a quick reference guide for organising information on the available
research relating to the work objectives.

3.3

STAGE 3: FORMULATION

OF KEY ISSUES

A listing of key issuesand questionsin relation to the work objectiveswas formulated. These are
given in Appendix II. These were used for later consultationsand to put together the findings
presentedin this report.

3.4

STAGE 4: CONSULTATION PHASE

During the course of the work, it was noticeable that there were several key researchers who had been
involved in the issue of night-time annoyance. To make best use of the project time, it was decided
to consult directly with these persons where possible. At this stage, use was made of the summary
of key issues formulated in stage 3. Table 1 summarises the extent of consultations.
During the consultation phase, we benefitted from NFL's representation on a recently set up
committee investigating metrics. An International Committee on Uniform environmental Noise
exposure metrics has been formed by the Health Council of the Netherlands. It is working towards
the presentation of uniform metric(s) for noise exposure which are clear, simple and practical. It is
likely that their recommendations will be based on equivalent sound levels. Annoyance and sleep
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disturbanceare both being considered. Future work is consideringthe definition of evening and
night-time and the division of the 24 hour period into day, evening and night with respect to
annoyance.
Many of the consultationsled to confirmation of existing conclusions from earlier work, often
reponed in some of the literature. The consultationshelped to updatethese conclusionsor to reaffinn them and to identify more key literature. Distinction is not alwaysmade in the text between
the consultationfindings and the literature.
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Table1: Detailsof Consultations
Person

Type of Consultation

Stageof work as given in
section3.1

J Fields
NASA Langley Research
Center, USA

face to face

1,4

J Ollerhead
NATS Ltd,
London, UK

faceto face

throughout

C A Powell
NASA Langley Research
Center,Hampton, Virginia,
USA.

E-mail

4

P Schomer
CERL, Illinois, USA

E-mail

1

L Finegold
USAF Armstrong
Laboratory, Ohio, USA

E-mail

M VaIlet
INRETS, Lyon, France

E-mail,fax,telephone

4

S Fidell
BBN, California,USA

E-mail

4

H Miedema
TNO, Leiden, Netherlands

faceto face

4

W Passchier-Vermeer
TNO, Leiden, Netherlands

faceto face

4
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I

4

mE CAUSESOF NIGHT-TIME ANNOYANCE

4.1

WHAT FACTORS CAN LEAD TO AN ANNOYANCE RESPONSE?

Let us consider a Ivery simple model for annoyanceas shown in Figure 1. A listener in a noise
environmentwill be exposedto noise. He/she will evaluatethe noise basedon the noise itself and
non-acoustic
factors. Dependingon the listenerand his/herown individual frame of reference,he/she
may thenbe affectedby the noise in someway. If the listenerfeels a senseof displeasure,thenhe/she
may be annoyedby the noise.This is the fundamentalprocessbehind dose-effectrelationships,i.e.
a listeneris exposedto a noise(a noisedose),and is affectedby the noise(and responds).
Let us now look at how annoyancefits into the relationshipbetweennoise and noise effects in a
community setting Figure 2 (taken from NELSON 1987) presentsa general model of the most
importantrelations'jnpsbetweenphysicalnoiselevels,the social contextand the effects of that noise.
Annoyance can b~ a direct effect along the path called A. Alternatively noise can cause some
immediate effects (such as activity disturbance)which can lead to annoyancevia the indirect path
B, (for example sleepdisturbancecan lead to annoyancewhen a personis tired the next day). The
non-acousticfactors suchas personaland attitudinal factors can also have an effect on the extentof
the annoyanceresponseto noise.Theseusuallyserveto increasethe variability of responseto noise
whencomparingindividuals.
Analysisof cause-et:fect
relationshipsis often modelledby examiningthe different paths,termed path
analysis.Taylor crAYLOR 1984)looked at this approachfor modelling the annoyancedue to aircraft
and traffic noise. ije used the model shown in Figure 3 which demonstratesthe complexity of the
Issue.
Our aim is to de~e noise annoyancecontours. Mediating factors make this task more difficult.
Simplistically,ifwelcould understandthe main causesof an annoyanceresponsefor a particular time
of day, then we coUld predict the extent of annoyancefor those particular circumstancesusingthis
type of path analv$ismodel and the relevant dose-responserelationships.If there was a simple
relationshipbetw~~ noise level and annoyance,then we may expecta straightline graph of noise
levelversusannoyance.Due to the non-acousticfactors which form the role of mediating variables,
eg personal attitudes, we can get considerablevariability both betweenand within a population.
There is therefore usuallya spreadof data points aroundthe straightline.
If the non-acousti~factors playa very significant role in decisionmaking, use of a simple model
basedon quantifia})lemeasuresand effects may be irrelevant. As Fidell points out (Fill ELL 1996),
politicians and regulators would like to have neat dose-responserelationships to work with.
Understandingannoyanceas a simple neat processis however compoundedwith a whole host of
variableswhich can serveto "muddy the issue".
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Personal and
attitud inal

Situational
constraints

factors

Behavioural

modifications

Noise

A

Annoyance

Public actions
against noise

B
Immediate effects
(activity disturbance
physiological
reactions)

Community
context

Figure 2: Relationship betweennoise and noise effects in community settings
(taken from NELSON 1987)
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XI)

x,
X2

/
X4

X5

X6
X7

-7'

~-

Xs ?:;,:

~~-:
~
XII

XI2

-Path
model of aircraft noise annoyance. XI, Aircraft L..(24); X2, flight path location; X3. background
,q(24);X40 sex; X~. age; X60 education level; X" children at home; XI, sensiti,-:ity to noise; X9, hours spent
Itdoors on weekends; X,o, length of residence: Xllo attitudes to a/c operations I; X12. attitudes to a/c
>crations II; XI3o perception of non-noise effects: X14' concern about a/c accidents; XI~. windows closed to
duce noise; X 16. speech interference; X I" sleep disturbance: X la, aircraft noise annoyance.

Figure 3: Path analysis model for aircraft noise annoyance
(Source TAYLOR 1984)
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For now let us simply review from the literature the acoustic and non-acousticfactors which can
contribute to an annoyanceresponse.These are listed in Tables 2 and 3. Table 4 provides some
examples of studies or reviews of specific activity interferencewhich can be relatedto annoyance.

Table 2: Some key acoustic factors which can contribute to an annoyance response

AcousticFactors

Comments

Average noise level

Usuallydescribedas an energyequivalent
level of a specific time interval, (Leq,T)

Eventlevel

This can be describedasthe noiselevel of one
eventeg Maximum (~),
single eventlevel
(SEL) (averagedover the duration of the
eventand normalised)

Number of events
Frequencyof events
Duration of noise
Duration of events

Thesecan be usedto calculatean average
noise level over a specifiedtime period Leq'T'

Noise level in other periods

This could mediateresponseto a noiseevent.
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Table 3: Key non-acoustic factors (mediating variables) which can contribute to an
annoyance response
Non-acousticfactor

Someexampleevidence

Age

) Bothreviewedas significant
) by Fields(FIELDS 1985a)

Gender
Extent of disturbance or activity interference caused

SeeTable4 for examplesof typesof
activityinterference

Interferenceduring 6-9 pm

Foundby Bullen andHede(BULLEN 1983)

Type of residentialsetting
(urban,suburban,rural, etc)

Foundby Bradley(BRADLEY 1979)
and Vallet (VALLET 1983)

Attitudesandopinionstowardsnoisesource(see
below)

Proposed by Borsky in his framework for human
responseto noise (BORSKY 1971).
Also recognised by Taylor as an important
aIUloyancedetenninant (TAYLOR 1984)
(Borsky 1971)

Feelingsaboutits necessityor
preventabilityof the noise
Feelingsaboutimportanceof sourceand
the valueof its primarypurposes
The extentto whichthereare otherthings
disliked in residentialenviromnent
Belief in effectof noiseon generalhealth
Fear associated
with noisesource

Also covered by Hazard (HAZARD 1968)
and Fields (FIELDS 1986c)

Awarenessof noiseduringparticularhours

Proposedby Hazard in his work to predict
annoyancefrom aircraft as 12rimm factors
for annoyance (HAZARD 1968)

Type of noiseexposurezone

(HAZARD 1968)
"

High individualnoisesusceptibility
Perceptionof changesin noiseenvironment
Knowledgeof howto complaineffectively
Socialstatus

Proposedassecond~ factorsby Hazard
(HAZARD 1968)

Lengthof residency
Knowledgeofneighboursleavingareato 'escape'
noiseexposure
Attitudetowardsaircraft industryandimportance
to economy
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Table 4: Some examples of studies and reviews of activity interference and noise annoyance

Examplestudyreference

Activity interference/disturbance
investigated or reviewed

Hall (HALL 1985)
(examined activity interference and noise
annoyance from aircraft, road traffic and
train noise)

Indoor speechinterference
Outdoor speechinterference
Difficulty in getting to sleep
Awakening

Ollerhead (OLLERHEAD 1978)
(discussedtypes of disturbance that could
lead to an annoyanceresponseto aircraft

Startle
Sleepdisturbance
Concentration
WatchingTV

noise)
Miedema (MIEDEMA 1992)
(review of responsefunctions for
environmental noise)

Communication
Sleepinterference

Startle
Vibration

Fields (FIELDS 1985b)
(analysesof general population time use
_surveys)

4.2

Sleep
Aural communication
Being at home (any activity)
--

THE MAIN FACTORSFORANNOY ANCE DURING THE NIGHT-TIME PERIOD

Having reviewed the concept of annoyancegenerally, let us now examine the key factors that
may contribute to a difference in annoyancebetweenthe night-time and day-time periods.
Let us at this stage examine the night-time period as one that includes the evening period but
consider how the importance of these factors depends on the choice of a night-time period.
From literature and discussion,the main determinantsof annoyanceat night-time as opposed to
day-time are shown in Figure 4 and explainedbelow. There appearsto be no agreementabout
the ranking of importance of these factors.
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1

Increasednoticeabilityof noise (YON GIERKE 1993, NELSON 1987, HAZARD 1968)
It has beenfound that generallythe outdoor ambient noise during the night may decrease
by around 10 dB. In addition, noise generating activities in the home are reduced. Even
without considering increased sensitivity to noise at night, from these two effects alone,
one can observe that the samenoise heard at night as opposed to during the day, will be
more intrusive and noticeable. Hazard, in a study on annoyance from aircraft noise
during the day and night, reported that the main predictor of annoyancedue to aircraft
noisewas the awarenessof the aircraft between midnight and 6 am (particularly between
12 and 3 am).

Activity Interference(NELSON, 1987,OHRSTROM,1993a/b,FillELL 1980,
FIELDS 1986c, 1985a)
Noise may be more annoying during the night-time period becauseof the prevalenceof
noise sensitiveactivities. These can be split into sleepdisturbance during sleeping hours
and communication interference during the evening.

(a)

SleepDisturbance

Peoplebecomeannoyedif they feel that their sleephas beeninterrupted. The effects can
be psychosocial,eg tiredness, headaches,mood change, nervous stomach, which in turn
can lead to annoyance. It has also beenreported that sleepdisturbance in the early part
of the night and the hours before usual awakening is more annoying than in other hours
(NEMECEK 1981). The role of sleep disturbance in night-time annoyance will be
examined in section4.3.
(b)

Communication interference

In the evening, before a person goes to bed, annoyance due to noise can occur if
conversationis interrupted, listening to radio or television becomesdifficult, etc. In fact
the noise levels which can cause this type of activity interference may not have a
significant effect on sleep.

3

Expectationof lower noiselevels(FIELDS 1986c,FillELL 1980)
It can be argued that a person will expect their home to be a restful haven, particularly
after a busy (and possibly noisy) day at work. Individuals may expect a good
environmentfor rest and relaxation. The samenoise during the day would therefore have
the potential to lead to a greaterannoyancethan the samenoise heard during the evening
or night-time period.
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4.

More people are at home during the night (FIDELL 1980)
Noises heard at home during the day may affect less people than during the
evening/night-time hours. Noises heard at home in these hours may therefore result in
an increased overall community annoyanceresponse.

5

Noise heard during preceding hours (VALLET 1983, BERTONI 1993)
It has been argued that the response to a noise environment during a particular time
period is not independent of the noise heard during other periods. Annoyance could
therefore be cumulative under certain conditions. An example of this was reported by
Bertoni who reported that the noise dose received in the work place was a significant
factor in determining the annoyancefrom road traffic noise outside the home during the
night-time period.

6.

Attitudes and opinions/intuition/conventional wisdom (FillELL
and 1986c)

1980, FIELDS 1986a

If the average person were asked whether a noise is worse at night than during the day,
the response would almost invariably be "at night". Fields terms this belief as
"conventional wisdom" and defines it as the belief that:
'noise is worse at night becausebeing kept awake by a noise is worse than anything noise
can do during the day'.
As Fields points out, the limitation of conventional wisdom is that it only considers
noises that are noticed. If the person is asleepthen noises are unnoticed. During the
day-time or evening, many residentsare awake and more likely to notice or be annoyed
by a noise event. He suggested that although awakenings are disturbing, if they are
infrequent,the impact of the averageday-time noise event can be as great or greater than
that of the average night-time noise event.
7

Acousticfactors
In considering the main factors that lead to annoyance during the night-time/evening
period it is worth mentioning some of the acoustic factors. It has beenargued that, for
sleepinterferenceor communicationinterference, there is a need to consider not only the
overall equivalent sound level but also the event levels (SEL, ~AX)' the duration and
frequency of the events.
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Although the study was not designed with the objective of investigating the specific relationship
between sleepdisturbance and annoyance,it would be possible to use the data for this purpose;
ie the subjectivereports of annoyancecould be correlated with the objective sleepmeasurements.
However, as the subjective annoyanceratings were collected in a one off social survey, rather
than on a nightly basis, the findings may be limited.
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Figure 5: Aircraft given as reason for awakening in UK studies
(source OLLERHEAD 1992)
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4.3.2 Distinctions between sleepdisturbanceand night-time annoyance
To understand the role of sleepdisturbance in night-time annoyance,we need to make a clear
distinction between the two. Fields (FIELDS 1986c) neatly summarisesthis in his work as
follows:

"The distinction between sleep disturbance by noise and annoyance from night noise has
implications for both research and policy makers. Policy makers who set night-time regulations
are most concernedabout minimizing sleepdisturbance, thus sometype of a threshold or singleevent criteria is likely to be considered. On the other hand, policy makers who set overall 24hour criteria (eg,land use planners) are most concerned about minimizing total annoyance, thus
sometype ofweighted24-hour index is most likely between those studying sleepdisturbance and
thosestudying night-time annoyance. Both researchers and administrators tend to assume that
disturbanc is the b is or understandin or reducin ni ht-time anno ance.

He then discussessleepinterruptionand noiseannoyance:

Slee_D
Interrn_Dtionsin the Ah.\'enceo_fNoi.\'e.-It is conventional to think of the night-time period
as consisting of a continuous uninterrnpted sleepperiod. However, evidence shows that about
half of the population awakens at least once a night in the absence of any particular
environmental noise problems. The average number of awakeningsper night is almost 100 per
100 people. Thus interrnpted sleepis not an unusual pattern. Difficulty in getting to sleepand
waking up early also occur in the absence ofnoise.

Slee_D
Disturbance Due to Noise. -Pre-existing disturbances in a discontinuous sleepperiod thus
provide a base upon which disturbances to sleep due to noise are overlayed. Some,perhaps
most, ofthe genuine disturbances due to noisefit the popular conception that people who would
otherwise remain in uninterrupted sleepfor an extendedperiod are brought to consciousnessor
change sleepstages because of the presence of loud, or at least distinct, noise events. In such
cases there is a clear reduction in the amount of sleep time or an increase in the number of
awakenings. However,there must be another large number of cases in which people who would
awaken anyway are awakened at an earlier time than would have otherwise occurred (either
during the sleepperiod or at the end of the sleepperiod). In some such instances there maybe
no change in the total number of awakenings and only a very small change in the length of the
sleepperiod.

Noise Annovanceat Night. -Noise annoyanceat night concernsperceived experiences with noise
during a definednumber ofnight-timehours. This annoyance could well be a function offactors
other than the ones which disturb sleep.
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He concludesthat sleepdisturbanceand night-time annoyancediffer in the following ways:.

1. A single definition of the "night-period" (eg 23:00 to 07:00) will include some times when
a large proportion of the population is normally awake and engaging in normal late evening or
early morning activities. It should be expected that the experience during these relatively short
periods of consciousness will have a large impact on the perception of the night-time
environment.

2. Noise maycauseannoyancewhile a personis falling asleep,lying awakeor awakeningin
the morning,even if thenoisedoesnot disturb sleepat thetime.
3. A person mayactuallybe awakenedbysomethingother than noise,but thennotice a noise
eventand thus assumethat thenoiseeventwasresponsiblefor theawakening. This increases
night-timeannoyancewithout disturbingsleep.
4. Sleepmaybe disturbed bynoise but a person maybe unaware that noise is responsible. Thus
there is sleepdisturbance but no noise annoyance.

5. Somepeople maynot havea distinct conceptofnight-time annoyance,so that theso-called
"night-timenoiseannoyance"is no morethan a respondent'sgeneralfeeling toward thenoise
source.
6. "Night-time" annoyancemaybe as stronglydeterminedby the beliefthat night-timenoise
mustbe worse,as it is by actualexperienceswith night-timenoise."

Fields examines whether it is actually important to make a distinction between the tWo when
deriving time of day effects. He looks at a hypothesis that sleep interference and night-time
annoyance are related to noise levels in different ways. It is suggested that slopes of curves
relating noise level to amount of total reported sleep interruption would be less steepthan those
relating noise level to the amount of noise-source attributed sleep interruption. He examined
various surveys and concludes that distinctions between night-time annoyance and sleep
disturbance are indeed important.
Powell expressedthe opinion that although sleep disturbance may not cause a great increment
in awakenings or arousals, it still may be an important factor for night-time annoyance. Even
if a personis rarely awakened,he/she may be highly annoyed and/or biased againstthe offending
source for a long time.

4.3.3 Explaining the role of sleepdisturbance in night-time annoyance
The role of sleepdisturbance in determining annoyanceis not fully understood. However, we
do know that:

1

After-effectsof sleepdisturbancecanleadto psychosocialeffects,eg tiredness,
headaches,
mood change,nervousstomach(QHRSTROM 1993b)
25
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The effect of sleep disturbancecan be mediatedby familiarity with noise source
(FIELDS 1986a)
3.

The role of sleepdisturbance in chronic annoyancedepends on the distinction between
the two (as discussedearlier by Fields).
The role of sleepdisturbance in chronic annoyancedepends on defining the time period
of interest, how much sleepdisturbance is conscious, and how the person feels about the
aircraft (FIELDS 1985a).

5

Sleep interruption was shown as one of the strongest direct effects on individual
annoyancetowards aircraft noise (TAYLOR 1984).

6.

Getting to sleep and awakeningswere shown to be significant factors (at 5 % level) in
determining an annoyanceresponse(HALL 1985).

7

Responsefunctions for non-specific annoyanceand specific effects, eg sleepdisturbance,
exist. It is as yet unclear how these are linked.

Figure 9 attempts to place sleep disturbance in the context of night-time annoyance. It pulls
together the above findings and factors discussedin this section.
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4.4

PROBLEMSmAT WE NEEDTO RESOLVETO EXPLAIN ANNOYANCEDURING
nIE NIGHT-TIME PERIOD

In this section, we have demonstratedthe complexity of annoyance. The main determinants of
an annoyance response have been summarised. Although there is no consensuson the relative
importance of these factors, their existence is none-the-less largely agreed. On looking at one
of these factors, sleep disturbance, the level of knowledge about its role in determining an
annoyanceresponseis fragmentary. Dose-responserelationships for sleepdisturbance exist but
agreeing these during the shoulder hours will still involve more researchwork. The following
appear to be unresolved problems:
If sleep disturbance is a strong effect during the shoulder hours, can contours be
produced based on annoyancedata rather than sleepdata?
How annoyed are people who experience sleepdisturbance during the shoulder hours?
What are typical sleeppatternsaround the airports?- ie when do people usually go to bed
and get up?
The following are therefore unresolved problems:

1

Ranking the order of importanceof the main determinants of annoyance during the nighttime period,
Dose-responserelationships for sleepdisturbance during shoulder hours, and
How to combine the contributory factors for sleepdisturbance and annoyancetogether.

5

MODELS FOR PREDICTING NIGHT-TIME ANNOYANCE

5.1

WHY DO WE NEED A MODEL?

The objective of this work is to determine the feasibility of producing night-time annoyance
contours. To do this, we require a framework on which to basethese contours. This framework
can be regarded as a model for predicting night-time annoyance. In section 4 we examinedthe
main determinantsof an annoyanceresponseat night-time. We now need to use this information
to see how such a model can be formulated.

5.2

WHAT ARE THE GENERALREQUIREMENTSOF A USEFULMODEL?

1

Simplicity. Section 4 showed that annoyance is a complex issue. A model for
annoyance needs to be simple enough to facilitate its application but not too simple to
render it uselessunder conditions other than the basic. As Wesler said about using a
model based on Ldn (NASA/F AA 1980) "can a single simple number find happinessin
today's complex world of aviation?".
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Width (breadth) of application.
3

Robustness.

4.

Practicality and pragmatism.

5.

Consideration of all significant factors and ability to combine them in an agreed way.

6.

Provision of functions based on agreed arguments and evidence.

7

Provisionof a tool for enforceablerules.

8.

Independence of day and night annoyancereactions.

Marazzo surnrnarised these neatly in his recommendations to the NASA workshop in 1980
(NASAIFAA 1980):
"One should not lose sight of considerations of simplicity, uniform application and value to
planning and enforcement. especially at local government levels. "

Furthermore, Ollerhead reflected these requirements in discussion whilst commenting on the
needs for suitable indicators of noise effects:
"They should be measurable. robust and sensible indicators ofimpacts. "

5.3

WHAT ARE mE BASIC ELEMENTS OF SUCH A MODEL?

The ways in which characteristics of noise come to impact humansis exceedingly complex and
not fully understood. In order to deal with these characteristics, scientists have developed very
simple theories about how noise characteristics affect humans. These simple theories can be
considered as crude representations or 'models' of the actual complex process. A model will
infer with it, its own set of assumptionsabout how each elementis related.
Let us consider a very simple model asbelow:

NOISE
EXPOSURE

cD

EFFECTS

cf>

ANNOY ANCE
RESPONSE

Taking this a little further, Figure 10 shows the elements of a four stage model to predict
annoyance at different times of the day. This is an idealised model and could provide a
framework on which to baseannoyancecontours.
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Stage1 divides the day into time periods. As Fields suggests,separatetime periods are needed
when

1

differentnoisemetricsareused,
different dose-responserelationships are appropriate,

3

differentmediatingvariableeffectsexist,and
differentmediatingvariablevaluesexist.

Separate time periods may also be required where the operating characteristics of the noise
source vary leading to changes in noise exposure, eg large changes in air traffic patterns.
Effectively, we need to assessthe differences in noise exposure and potential effects and to subdivide the period to reflect these differences. However, it may not be possible at all times to
divide the time period up so that only one dose-responserelationship is appropriate although one
effect may be more dominant than another. Successful division at this stage will simplify
stage2.
Stage 2 assessesthe individual effects from noise exposure during each time period. This
involves determining the likely effects, describing the noise exposure and its features (typical
and atypical), evaluation of the effects using dose-responserelationships and assessingthe
impact of the mediating factors.
Stage 3 considers how each effect may lead to an annoyanceresponse in each period or sub
period. This would have to take into account the significance of each specific effect in
determining an overall annoyanceresponse,and then combine these in the appropriate manner.
Stage 4 considers how to combine annoyance in each period of sub period to give an overall
annoyanceresponse over a larger time period.
The main difference between stage 3 and 4 is that in stage 3, we are combining the significance
of each effect to get an overall annoyance,and in stage 4 we are effectively combining relative
annoyancevalues across periods to get an overall annoyance.
This model is idealised. It refersto only one source of noise. In reality, it is usual that more than
one noise will be contributing to the noise environment. One would then have to consider
whether to assesseach source separately or to treat the sources as an ensemble. The model
would then have to be adaptedto consider the role of mediating factors that may be associated
with each source and also to consider how to combine the annoyance from each source if
appropriate.
Let us consider how we would apply this model to noise from aircraft during the night-time.
Firstly we need to divide the time period up into the hours of interest. These hours may be
broken down further if different effects or traffic patterns are anticipated, eg in the evening
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communication interference may be the main effect and we may wish to consider this period
separately, or one may wish to separate early morning arrivals from those during the night.
These periods we can term sub-periods.
In stage2 we needto assessthe potential effects during each sub-period. Ifwe have subdivided
in a correct way, then may be only one effect will be dominant and need to be assessed.We need
to understand the effects which may lead to an annoyanceresponse. The exposure must be
describedin a manner that is relevant to assessingthese effects using appropriate dose-response
relationships. For example, for sleepdisturbancewe may need to consider SEL or ~
values.
For direct annoyance,we may need to consider not only Leq values but the sensationlevels of
certain acousticfeatures,eg tones. Using dose-responserelationships, we can predict the effects
of the noise which may lead to an overall annoyanceresponse during the night-time period. At
the end of stage2, we should be able to say that during a certain period or sub period, these are
the potential effects, ie X % will have their sleepdisturbed, etc.
In stage 3 we consider how each effect may lead to an overall annoyanceresponse during each
period or sub-period. We needto answersuchquestionsas how can we quantify the contribution
of sleepdisturbanceto annoyanceduring the time period we are considering. Furthermore, how
do we add in the contribution of communication interference etc. At the end of stage 3 we
should have an indication of the overall annoyance during the time period resulting from the
effects that have been considered.
In this work we have been examining noise annoyance and therefore stage 3 is necessary.
However, in combining the effects into an overall annoyanceresponse,we may lose information
about these critical effects and their extent. For general impact assessmentthese details could
still be important.
In stage 4, we need to 'total' the annoyanceacross longer periods of interest. This stage may
introduce weighting functions which can be used to combine the relative impact of a noise heard
in different time periods.
In order for this empirical model to be applied successfullywe need to know:
1

Information about the features of the noise environment that would lead to a significant
adverse response.
The most appropriate method to characterisethese features in a meaningful manner that
would be tailored towards the effects.

3.

Dose-responserelationships for the significant effects.
The role of the mediating factors.

5.

A method to combine the effects into a total annoyanceresponse.
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5.4

WHAT MODELS HAVE SO FAR BEEN INVESTIGATED?

Before describing the different types of models in existence it is worth recognising the
relationship between indices and models. Inherent in using a particular index such as the day
and night index, Ldn,is the use of a model. The Ldnmodel assumesthat noise can be described
as an equivalent energy level and a noise heard during the night is deemed to be of equal
annoyance as a noise which is 10 dB greater in level heard during the day. In other words an
index may be part and parcel of a model and in some way could be considered a surrogate for
a model.
Figure 10 described an ideal model for predicting annoyance at different times of the day.
Models already exist which adopt some of the stages of figure 10. A number of models are
described in Appendix III. These are split into night-time weighting models based on average
energy, models based on single events and models that combine effects.
The classic conventional method (eg L~ divides the day (stage 1), assumesa dose-response
relationship based on energy levels (stage 2) and combines the periods by using a night-time
weight (stage 4). We will term these night-time weighting models based on average energy.
They are effectively time of day models and are not specifically for night-time annoyance but
relate to comparisons of day and night-time annoyanceby providing factors called time of day
weightings (ie stage 4 of Figure 10). These are devised by considering the difference between
annoyanceindicator betweendayand night. For instance, a dB weight can be applied to a nighttime level such that the equivalent daytime level produces an equal annoyance. Alternatively,
a number weight may be applied to events during the night-time period such that a certain
number of night-time events are judged to be equally annoying as one day time event. Inherent
in using time weightings is the use of the samemetrics for da~ and night.
We have to consider though that some effects may be better described by different metrics. For
example, if we consider sleepdisturbanceto be a main effect at night, use of SEL or ~
may
be more appropriate than Leq, primarily used for daytime annoyancedose-responsefunctions.
This may prohibit the use ofweightings. However, SEL could be adjusted to an Leq value using
information about numberof events,frequency,duration, etc. The committee of the Netherlands
Health Council are currently investigating a uniform metric for all effects likely to be based on
Leq. We will term these models as those based on single events.
Models also exist for combining the effects or annoyancefrom different sources and combining
effects from the same source (stage 3). No models appear to exist that use all the elements
considered in Figure 10. This would require agreementor consensuson the best way to apply
each stage of the model.
We can seethat a numberof modelshave beenproposedbased on average energy or single event
levels. Some models have beenproposed to combine effects. Where the samemetric has been
adopted for day and night, night-time weights have been derived. Most indices adopting night-
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time weights use an adjustedenergy model -although other types of models exist. The adjusted
energymodel tends to be the most successfuland has received wide usage. This does not mean
it is necessarilythe best model for all circumstances. However, moving away from this model
and its associated accepted indices such as Lcht would require a clear and significant
demonstration of its disadvantagesand inaccuracies againstthe benefits of any new procedure.

5.5

PROBLEMS THAT NEED RESOLVING TO DERIVE A SUCCESSFUL MODEL TO
PREDICT NIGHT -TllvIE ANNOYANCE

Annoyance is a complex issue. Theories have beendeveloped to take into account the ways in
which noise characteristics impact on humans. These take the form of crude models which we
can use as a framework for predicting night-time annoyancecontours. A successfulmodel for
predicting annoyanceduring the night-time period would have to take into account all the stages
shown in the ideal model of Figure 10.
Fields identified a number of unresolved problems relating to his night-time model (FIELDS
1985a). These were:

(1)

Does night-time annoyance increase as rapidly with noise level as does day-time
annoyance? He found that existing surveys do not consistently support the assumption
(implied in the adjusted energy model) that the slope relating annoyanceto noise level
will be the same in all periods.

(2)

How do the number of night-time noise events affect response? Fields found that none
of the researchprovided a definitive answerto this question.

(3)

Is there a sharp noise level threshold for night-time response? In general he found that
the social surveys do not support the concept of a sharper threshold for the night-time
than day-time annoyance.

(4)

Is the dose-response relationship the same for the entire night-time period? Fields
concluded that the possibility of a different average noise dose-responserelationship at
different hours could not be dismissed,but the available evideflce did not support it. He
referred to the difference in sensitivity to effects during the shoulder hours.

(5)

Does annoyance (or noise level) in other periods affect responsesin the night period?
Sinceday-time and night-time noise levels are often highly correlated, it was conjectured
that there may be an acoustical basis for expecting day and night annoyance to be
correlated. However, Fields was unable to draw any definitive conclusions from the
data set. He surmised that the researchdid raise enough questions to suggestthat it is
important that time-of-day studies should control for noise levels at other times of the
day. Ollerhead(OLLERHEAD 1978)also recognisedthe difficulties in annoyancebeing
a potentially cumulative response. If we can never truly have independentday and night
responses,can we ever successfullydefine independentnight-time annoyancecontours?
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Powell commented in discussions that he thought that most of these issues still remain
unresolved today. This work has also suggestedthis to be the case.
These questions were included in the summary of key issues given in Appendix II. When
commenting about these key issues,Miedema agreedthat the issuesrepresenteda good summary
of unresolved problems. At present, agreed answers were not available to the majority of the
questions.
Although a number of models have beeninvestigated for use in deriving night-time annoyance,
there are still many unresolved problems. Theseare:

Choiceof periods.
2.

Detennination of significant effects during a period.

3,

Developmentof bestways to characterise significant acoustic features relevant to effect.

4,

Agreeddose-response
relationships.

5.

Optirnisation of methods to combine effects.

6.

Optimisation of methods to combine periods within the night or with day periods.

This section has looked at modelling as an empirical issue. The next sections will now look
more closely at the existing data. Much work has beencarried out on the problem of night-time
annoyance in terms of deriving dose-responserelationships and developing night-time weights.
The rest of this report will focus its attention on these two issues in order for us to assesswhat
data is available for predicting night-time annoyanceusing the ideal model of Figure 10.
6

DOSE-RESPONSERELATIONSHIPS TO ASSESSTHE EFFECTS OF NOISE
DURING THE NIGHT-TIME PERIOD

6.1

INTRODUCTION

A number of reviews have been carried out to investigate dose-responserelationships. These
include investigations of functions for day and night, for different transportation sources, for
annoyance and for other activity interferences. This section therefore summarisesthe main
review work by giving examplesof these relationships. Much of the information is taken from
Miedema's work (MIEDEMA 1992) and Fields (FIELDS 1986c).
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6.2

SYNTHESIS STUDIES OF DOSE-RESPONSE RELATIONSIllPS
ANNOYANCE OVER 24 HOUR PERIOD

FOR

6.2.1 Work by Schultz(SCHULTZ 1978)
In his 1978 article Schultz discusseda large number of noise annoyanceinvestigations carried
out in several countries. These investigations concerned aircraft, railway traffic and various
types of road traffic. In order to make the investigations comparable Schultz used the available
data to determine Ldnlevels.
For each of the investigations he drew up a curve showing the percentage of highly annoyed
personsas a function ofLdn. On the basis of the individual curves he synthesizeda single curve
as the 'best currently available estimate of public annoyancedue to transportation noise of all
kinds'. This is shown in Figure 11. No accountwas taken of time of day.
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Figure 11: Schultz synthesis curve showing percentage highly annoyed
by a noise versus its level (Ldn)
(source SCHULTZ 1978)
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Work by Kryter (KRYTER 1982)
Kryter argued against using a single curve for all transportation sources. He argued that for
ground traffic (ie road and rail traffic) and air traffic, separateand non-identical curves give a
significantly better representationof the data considered by Schultz. According to Kryter, for
a given Ldnthe annoyance due to aircraft lies above the value given by the synthesizedcurve,
whereasthe annoyancedue to ground transportation noise lies below. Again no specific account
was taken of time of day.

Work by Fidell (FIDELL 1991)andFields(FIELDS 1994)
Work in 1991 extended the original compilation by Schultz. This is shown in Figure 12. Their
additional data appearto support Kryter's point that at the sameexposure level aircraft noise is
more annoying than ground transportation noise. Fields reviewed the updated synthesis.

6.2.4 Work of Miedema (MIEDEMA 1992)
Miedema argued for separate dose-response relationships for different sources. He reviews a
number of studies and proffers a number of dose-response relationships. He argues that an
environmental rating is derived for a source, atypical features are taken into account and then an
overall environmental noise quality rating is calculated for combined sources.

In reviewing an EC study carried out in the vicinity of Paris -arly, Glasgow airport and
Amersterdarn -Schiphol he derived the dose-relationships shown in Figures 13 and 14 based
on LAeq(24 hour).
6.2.5

US FederalAgencyPractice

In a US Air Force study (FINEGOLD 1994) of the re-analysisof annoyancedue to transportation
noisesit was concluded that the day-night averagesound level was still the most adequatenoise
descriptor to assessannoyance in the United States. A logistic curve was adopted in 1992 for
use by the US federal agenciesas given in Figure 15.
Comments about dose-responserelationships based on 24 hour data
Although work has been done by Schultz, Fidell and Miedema to develop dose-response
relationships for annoyance,these are aimed towards either all sources or separatesourcesand
principally adopt 24 hour indices. Let us now examine what data exists for annoyanceduring
different time periods.
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6.3

TIME OF DAY DOSE-RESPONSE
RELATIONSHIPSFOR ANNOYANCE

6.3.1 1972, Heathrow survey (OLLERHEAD 1978)
A dose-response relationship based on the noise and number index and % disturbance was
derived in this survey. The work led to a night-time weighting value in terms of NNI units.
Section 6.3.2 gives summary details.

at least moderately annoyed

annoyed

highly annoyed

Figure 13: Dose-response relationship for aircraft noise based on Laeq(24h)
as reviewed by Miedema (MIEDEMA 1993)
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Figure 14: Dose-response relationships for annoyance due to aircraft noise
as reviewed by Miedema (MIEDEMA 1992)
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Figure 15: Dose-response annoyance curve recommended for adoption to FICON
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6.3.2. Reviewby Fields(FIELDS 1986c)
As part of Fields' work into time of day weights, he investigated dose-responserelationships
showing the relevant effect of noise at different times of the day. He presentedthe results from
several surveys. The curves from the 1967 and 1972 Heathrow airport surveys are given in
Figures 16 and 17 as reproduced by Fields.

6.3.3 Commentsaboutdose-response
relationshipsbasedon time-or-daydata
In his studies, Fields evaluated the data on dose-responserelationships (FIELDS 1986c). He
concluded that in deriving this data, there existed a large number of questionable assumptions
upon which he castdoubt. Theseincludedthe ability to separate24-hour annoyanceinto smaller
time period responses,respondentsall rating the samenoise entity, responsesbeing based on an
adjusted energy model, and annoyancenot being affected by experiencesin other time periods.
The studies themselves provide widely varying data on the actual extent of time- of-day effects.
He found that they do show that, in general, evening and night-time noise are rated as more
annoying than day time noise.

6.4

DOSE-RESPONSERELATIONSlllPS FOR SLEEPDISTURBANCE

In this report we have examinedthe role of sleepdisturbance in chronic annoyance. Let us now
briefly review existing dose relationships for sleepdisturbance.
Griefahn, in her review of noise and sleep (GRIEF AHN 1991) concluded that all efforts had
failed to determine a general mathematical equation for the prediction of noise effects on sleep.
She points out that the dose-responserelationships depend on the type of noise, the type of
reaction (sleepstage change, awakenings, body movements, after effects, etc), the situation and
subjects.
Despite these limitations, a number of dose-responserelationships have been proposed and
further field studies have been carried out (OLLERHEAD 1992, PEARSONS 1989ab). In the
Dutch review (pASSCIllER-VERMEER 1993), these are summarisedas shown in Figures 18a
and b). In these studies, lines on the graphs relating to field studies are shown as PEARSONS
1989 (field) and OLLERHEAD 1992. The other studies are based mainly on laboratory
judgements. From these it can be observed that field and laboratory studies can lead to different
derived relationships. Pearsons et al (PEARSONS 1989a & b) demonstrated this clear
difference whereby laboratory studies show considerable more sleep disturbance from
environmental noise than field studies. Finegold (FINEGOLD 1997) concludes that field
settingsmaybe more appropriate for collecting sleepdisturbance data to support policy-making
considerations because the data more accurately reflects the responsesof the population for
whom predictions are being made.
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A

Relations between the percentage of people with awakenings due to a night-time noise event
and the indoor sound exposure level of such an event.

B

Relations between the percentage of people with sleep stage changes due to a night-time noise

Figure 18: Review of sleep disturbance response curves from different studies
(source, PAS SCHIER-VERMEER 1993,)
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Figure 19: Sleep disturbance curve recommended for adoption by FICON
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A curve for predicting night-time sleepdisturbance from general transportation noise has been
recommended for adoption by the US federal agencies (FINEGOLD 1994). This is a power
curve, using A-weighted sound exposure level and is shown in Figure 19. The curve in this
Figure is based on data from Pearsonset aI (pEARSONS 1989a). It was proposed to use this
curve for environmental impact analysis until sufficient data from additional field studies are
available.

6.5

DOSE-RESPONSE
RELATIONSHIPSFOR OTHER ACTIVITY INTERFERENCES

Miedema hasreviewed dose-responserelationships for both specific annoyanceand non-specific
annoyance (MIEDEMA 1993). In his review of non-specific annoyance,he related noise level
to certain activity interferences. These included communication disturbance, sleepdisturbance,
startle and vibration. He examined these for different transportation sources. The functions
derived for aircraft noise are given in Figure 18. The relationship between these effects and
annoyancewas not investigated. However Miedema confirmed during discussions that this may
be possible using TNO's database.
Hall (HALL 1985) did examine the significance of individual effects in deteffilining an overall
annoyance response. He found that sleep disturbance and communication interference were
significant factors in deteffilining an annoyanceresponse.
Von Gierke and MckEldred (VON GIERKE 1993) provide an excellent guide to assessingthe
effects of noise on people. This considered a number of indicators of noise effects including
speechcommunication. Figure 20 gives a dose-responserelationship for speechintelligibility.

6.6

APPLICABILITY OF THESERELATIONSHIPSTO OUR PROBLEM

This sectionhas presented a large amount of dose-responsedata which can be considered when
assessing annoyance. The obvious questionsbecome:

-

Which onesdo we use?
Are they scientifically robust and valid?
It appearsthat for annoyance,databasedon 24 hour levels seemsto be most widely acceptedfor
use in environmental impact analysis, These are commonly based on Leqor Ldn'
For this work we are interested in relationships for different times of day and the independence
of these relationships from each other. Until we have this information, we cannot proceed in
predicting night-time annoyancecontours.
If we are to believe the validity of these relationships then we could use them in our model to
predict annoyance. Fields questionsthe applicability of annoyancerelationships in his work on
night-time weightings (FIELDS 1986c). This work is described in the next section. We have
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alreadychallengedthe role of sleepdisturbancein the more sensitive hours. We therefore cannot
apply the sleep dose-responsefunctions convincingly for all times of the night until this issue
is resolved. In conclusion, many of these relationships may be applicable to developing
annoyancecontours. However, sincesomeof the relationshipsare not statistically robust, further
work may be required before we can reach an agreementon the optimal selection of response
relationships.
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Figure 19: Dose-response functions for specific effects from aircraft noise
as reviewed by Miedema (MIEDEMA 1993)
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Figure 21: The variation of indoor speech interference with A-weighted
sound pressure level (VON GIERKE 1993)
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7

NIGHT-TIME WEIGHTS TO PREDICT ANNOYANCE DURING THE NIGHTTIME PERIOD

7.1

WHAT IS A NIGHT-TIME WEIGHT?

A night-time weight or penalty defines the relative impact of noise during the night-time as
comparedwith its impact during other time periods. It can be defined as a decibel transfonnation
to eachindividual noise eventor to eachtime period noise level. In this way, the weight is added
to the night-time noise level such that the adjusted/weighted noise level would give the same
amount of annoyanceas a similar day-time noise level.
Alternatively it can be defined as a number weight and be multiplied with the number of noise
events or relative pressure squared values of the noise levels during the night-time period.
Applying the weight in this way makes an assumption about the equality of impact of one daytime noise event and a number of such events occurring during the night-time period.

7.2

WHY DO WE USE NIGHT-TIME WEIGHTS?

Night-time weights provide a neat, convenient and simplistic method to take into account the
differential impact of a noise at night as opposed to day. The use of weights implies

1.

Similar dominant effects during day and night periods
Use of the samebasemetric to define responseduring the day and night

3.

An inherent independenceof day and night dose-responserelationships.

Section 4 has set out the main factors that contribute to an annoyance response and has
summarisedthe main factors recognisedto be important for the night-time period. We found that
the process of annoyance is not simple but a complex process. Night-time weights may be
consideredlimited in their application and could be regarded as simple indicators of the relative
impact of noise during the night.

7.3

ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST THEIR NEED

Fidell proffers a number of arguments for and against time of day weights (FIDELL 1980).
Many of these relate to the factors already described in section 4.3 showing the main factors
leading to annoyance during the night-time period.
Some arguments put forward by Fidell, with particular emphasis on Ldn, are summarised as
follows:
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Suggort for a ni~ht-time genalt~

Argument Based on Consequencesof Releasefrom Restraint
"Sincea night-timepenalty is often thoughtto restraingrowth ofnight-timenoise exposure,it
may be reasonedcontrarily that removal of an existingnight-time penaltymight encourage
unwelcome
increasesin night-timenoiselevels. Theforce of this argumentrestson the degree
to which it can be arguedthat thepenalty is the sole,or at least the major,force that inhibits
generation of night-timenoise. In the case of aircraft noise,for example,it would seemthat
public resistanceto inconvenientdepartureand arrival timeswould also act to restrain the
growth of night-timepassenger(if not cargo)flights. "
The Value of the Status Quo
"Until definite scientific evidence of the inappropriateness of a 10 dB night-time weighting
factor is in hand; the probable error of the current (10 dB) night-time weighting factor is
tolerably low, and the effort needed to gain an equivalent degree of acceptancefor any other
weightingfactor is almost unthinkable. "
Against ni~ht-tirne Penalties
"Community noise ratings that currently impose time-of-day weighting factors lack face validity
because they are simplistic and somewhatarbitrary. They are not supported by a systematic
rationale or a consistent data baseto justify their necessityor magnitude. "
"The mode of implementation of existing time-of-day weighting factors is awkward and
inflexible. Theydo not directly accomplish the goal of lowering night-time exposure levels. do
not faithfully reflect continuous changes in human sensitivity to exposure, and may produce
undesirable side effects. 'J

7.4

WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES OF ADOPTING THE WRONG PENALTY OR
APPLYING IT AT THE WRONG TIME ?

The application of night-time penalties can affect many parties. Fidell summarisesthese parties

as (FillELL 1980):
1.

Transportation Industries (including trade association representing airlines and other
operators of equipment that generate high noise levels);

2.

Related Commercial Interests (including airport operators and businesses involved
indirectly with transportation and other high noise level operations);

3

The Public (as individuals exposed to noise, civic action groups, plaintiffs in legal
actions, and also as taxpayersunderwriting the costs of noise abatement);
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4.

The Government (executive, legislative, and judicial branches at all levels from local to
federal); and

5.

The ResearchCommunity (both domestic and international).

Each party has its view on the benefits and disbenefits of adopting night-time penalties. For
example, Fidell reports on someviews ofLdn:"Airlines purport to find energy summation indices that include a night-time
weightingfactor unacceptablysimple and too restrictive. Airport operators, on
the other hand welcome the weightingfactor embodied in the Day-Night Sound
Level (L~ as providing a clear limit to their liability. "
"Similarly, Federal regulatory agencies seek consistencyand universality in
noise measuresthat incorporate time-of-dayweightingfactors, but federal courts
(cf SantaMonica Airport Association et al. vs. City of Santa Monica, C.D. Cal.
No. CV 77-2852-IH) have not felt encumbered by such restraints, and have
chosen different noise measuresfor various purposes. "
The consequencesof adopting a certain penalty at certain times of day can therefore have an
effect on all of these parties (1-5). This can be in terms of public health impacts, economical
factors, etc. The effect on eachparty will depend on the party's main concerns and, as such, it
will be difficult to agree an overall agreed impact or consequencefor all.
Collier from the Air Transport Association of America commented on using Ldn with a 10 dB
penalty for night-time (NASA/F AA 1980):
"When you are playing with cumulative noise levels as with the Ldlldescriptor, you will have a
carrier playing paper games with the calculations and really defeating the intent of the
regulations, ie protecting the community. Thesepaper games can be really quite dramatic when
you are using an energy summation descriptor as a basis for your limit, where 10 operations at
9: 59 p.m. are equivalent to one operation of the same airplane at 10:01 p.m. and where 10
operations ofan airplane at 90 dB are equivalent to 100 operations at 80 dB. I think those types
of paper games really defy logic, and so we are deceiving ourselves and we're deceiving the
public, which is veryproblematical to us. "
In short, he recognises that by applying a night-time penalty one brings into play its use and
abuse. This will depend on what party one is representing. Adopting a 'wrong' or inaccurate
penalty and at the wrong time can lead the system to being used in beneficial ways to a particular
party's interests, eg those which are economical, rather than protecting the public. The form of
application as well as its size is important. As Ollerhead (OLLERHEAD
1978) puts it when
talking about Ldn:
"In theory, the implications of this penalty are far-reaching. For example, according to Ldll
methodology, one aircraft departing at 11 :05 PM is as bad for the airport neighbors as ten
aircraft departing between10:45 and 10:59 PM In practice, noise exposure tends not to follow
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such a precise pattern in anyregular wayand. largely becausenighttime noise exposure levels
are usuallyfairly low anyway. the 10 dB penalty is never put to a severe test. However. this does
not mean that it never will be; since very long term outcomes of planning decisions may well
depend on the broad validity of composite noise indices. it is important that although built-in
penalties cannot be based soundly on scientific principles. they at least represent the best
possible guesses."

Using a step function can have an impact on aircraft operations around 'curfew-times'. Some
practices have adopted sliding scalesover consecutive hours. The size and the form of a nighttime weighting function needs further consideration, particularly in terms of how it may be used
or abused by the interested parties.
The consequences of selection of a time of day weighting is recognised by Marazzo

(NASAIFAA 1980):Assessingthe impact from all relevant effects of noise
First, we must keepin mind some additional scientific considerations. In considering
alternative weighting systems,what will their impact be on our ability to accountfor all
of the relevant effects of noise on people -not only annoyance, but, for example, the
disturbing effects of noise on the sleepprocess? We believe it is necessaryto protect
against more than just annoyance. Our concern is protecting human health. The
descriptors or weights that must ultimately be applied to projections of the effects of
noise on people must be representative of thoseeffects.
Selecting noise control options
We should keepin mind the impact of the selection of a particular time-of-day weighting
system on the implementation of practical, everydaynoise control measuresas being
applied throughout the UnitedStates. Specific noise control choices are being made on
the basis of costs versus anticipated benefits of noise control. Of course, the estimates
of benefits ofnoise control depend, in part, on the nature of the noise descriptors being
employed A changein the time weighting in a metric may well lead; right or wrong, to
a change in the rank order ofpreferred noise control options.

Cost consideration
Also, there are some cost considerationsthat are associatedwith the selection of
different time-of-dayweights. Theserange from the cost of making baseline and
assessment
noise measurements,
to the cost of o\Jerestimating
or underestimatingthe
amount of noise reduction that may be required in a specific situation to achievea
certain level ofbenefit.
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Social implications
The environmental decisions we make have associated with them certain social
implications;
our assessmentmethods influence our decisions, and underlying
assessmentof courseis the ]Xl1'ticu/armetric or time-of-day weighting used In selecting
appropriate time-of-day weights, we must keepan eye on the possible implications or
influence of that selection. For example,any time-of-day weighting that may be selected
for use with regard to aircraft noise will undoubtedlytransfer for use into community
noiseprograms. Bioacousticresearchpertaining to aircraft noise has led the way to our
understanding of the effects of noise on people. Any time-of-day weighting that is
selected appropriate to aircraft noise must be suitable as well for application to other
non-aircraft noise sources.

Ability of local communitiesto maintaineffectivenoisecontrol programmes
Further, we mustconsiderthe implications of alternative time-of-day weighting systems
on the ability of local communities to maintain effective noise control programs at a
reasonable cost. Moreover, we must consider how alternative methods will affect
communities' desires to have the flexibility to find the right noise control solution to fit
specific local conditions. We must also recognize the implications of selected
alternatives upon the outcome of local planning decisions.
Time-of-day regulations must consider not only the penalty for the time periods, but also the
exact hours during which a penalty must be applied. Fields suggests that one basis for
establishingthe hours for a noise-sensitivetime period is the numbers of people who are engaged
in noise-sensitiveactivities (FIELDS 1985b,c). He reports on a national time-use survey which
aims to identify the time periods when large numbers of people are engaged in sleep or
communication activities. He found that the 24-hour period can be roughly divided into four
noise impact periods. The greatest number of people are engaged in these activities during the
night-time period which he defines as 2400-0500. The lowest number are exposed to such
activities during the day period which he defines as 0900-1600. The other two periods relate to
an early morning transition period and an evening transition period.
Ollerhead(OLLERHEAD 1978)suggestedthat we could split the night-time period into evening
and night (when asleep). He postulated that if activity interference was greater in the evening
when peoplewere trying to get to sleepor when communicationinterference was most prevalent,
then consideration could be given to adopting a 6 dB penalty during this time. No penalty or
adjustment would be necessaryfor the night-time period if effects on sleep disturbance were
unlikely. This concept was never followed up. However, if we could account for noise
disturbance during the shoulder hours, then maybe a low or no penalty during the night-time
when the effect of sleepdisturbanceis not strong may be relevant.
It can be concluded that care needs to be taken when choosing the night-time period for
regulatory purposes. Its selection must depend on which activity we are trying to protect.
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In summarythen changingthe UK's current system for night-time impact evaluation to one that
is based on annoyancecontours can have serious repercussions on all those parties (1) to (5).
In changing any systemwe needto consider:

(1)

thoseparties

(2)

the magnitude of any function

(3)

when it should be applied, (is a step function appropriate?)

(4)

the correct description for describing the main effects (are energy values for annoyance
sufficient?)

(5)

ability to inform on noise control options

(6)

associatedcosts

(7)

social implications

(8)

maintenance
of noisecontrol programmes.

8

CAN WE USE EXISTING DATA ON NIGHT-TIME WEIGHTS TO DERIVE
NIGHT-TIME ANNOYANCE CONTOURS?

8.1

:rvfETHODS TO DERIVE WEIGHTING FACTORS

We have establishedthat night-timeweights are often used to predict the relative impact of noise
during the night. Let us now examine what data exists on these weighting values. Data on noise
annoyancecan be obtained from casestudies, social surveys and laboratory investigations. The
results can be used to derive weightings for the night-time period. Fields uses seven different
methods to derive night-time weights (FIELDS 1986c). These are summarisedbelow. More
detail information can be found in the full reference document.

8.1.1 Method 1 -Total annoyanceregressionmethod
This method uses measured values of day-time and night-time noise levels together with
measured values of respondent's annoyance. A multiple regression technique is adopted to
predict annoyance scores from the noise level data. The prediction method is chosen to be
consistent with the adjusted energy model as described in section 5.4.2.
This method useseachrespondent'sannoyancescore and eachrespondents' day-time and nighttime noise levels to derive a night-time weighting value.
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8.1.2 Method 2 -Noise index correlation approach
The ultimate objective of many time-of-day studies is to help to choose between specific
environmentalnoise indices which have different time-of-day weightings. The numerical values
of these indices are routinely calculated in community surveys. As a result, investigators often
compare the strength of the various indices' correlations with annoyance. This comparison of
correlation coefficients is the chief analysistechnique used in the "noise correlation" approach.
With this method the total 24 hour annoyance indicator is correlated with noise indices which
contain different time-of-day weights. The method aids the choice of alternate indices although
it does not provide direct estimatesof the optimum values.
8.1.3

Method 3 -Annoyance comparison approach/period responsecomparison

Instead of providing a single rating for the entire 24-hour noise environment, respondents are
sometimesaskedto rate the noise in eachof the time periods separately. The noise levels in the
periods are also measured. The annoyance comparison method compares the relationships
between annoyanceand noise level in eachof the periods.
With this method the period annoyancemeasuresare related to eachof the period noise levels
and then the number of decibels which separate equivalent annoyancereactions are estimated.
An example of this is given in Figure 11 of section6.

8.1.4 Method 4 -Period ranking approach
Instead of being askedseparatequestions about eachtime period respondentsare often asked in
a single question to identify the time period which is the most annoying. Such a ranking of
annoyance with noise in different time periods is the basis for the period ranking approach.
With this method the respondents' own explicit ranking of the relative annoyance of the two
periods is usedto estimatethe difference in decibels which would lead to the judgement that two
periods are equally annoying. Examples of these are given in Figures 22 and 23.
In Figure 22, a curve is fitted to the data values. A point of inflection is identified where most
people agree that the noise heard during the day is as annoying as that heard during the night.
This corresponds to a difference in noise level betweenthe day and night of 3 dB.
In Figure 23, a curve is fitted to the data values. The point where 50 % of respondents consider
the night-time noise to be worse than the day-time noise is identified. This point can be
considered as where the impact of the noise is judged to be equal for the day and night. The
corresponding difference in day and night-time levels gives an approximation for a night-time
weighting of 16 dB.
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8.2

OTHERMEnIODS USEDBY FIELDS TO DETERMINETIME-OF-DAY EFFECTS

8.2.1 Ratio of numbersanalysis
Data on the number of noise events at different times of day are often economically obtained
while the data on noise levels are expensive to obtain. As a result several published analyses
have attemptedto derive time-of-dayweights without any information about noise levels. These
attempts do not in fact provide weights which are consistent with the adjusted energy model.

8.2.2 Comparisons of periods which ignore noise levels
A large number of surveys have obtained some information about annoyance during different
time periods but have not related that information to the noise levels in those periods. The
reports of these annoyance responses, without concurrent analyses of noise levels, are not
directed at estimating a time-of-day weighting, but rather at answering a related question:

Whenis noise havingthe greatestimpactin residentialareas?
This is quite a different question from the one which leads to estimates of the time-of-day
weights. The answer to this question might help a local regulatory body to identify the noise
sources which were causing the greatest noise problems. Even if a very high night-time
weighting were correct, it could easily be the case in some areas that the greatest noise impact
would be during the day becausethe daytime noise levels were much higher.
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8.2.3 Analysis of complaints
All of the analysesup to this point have measuredthe responseto noise with questions in social
surveys. Another method used by Fields is the analysisof complaints. Airport operators and
other authorities are routinely exposed to complaints from residents. Personal complaints can
usuallybe categorizedaccordingto the time-of-day at which the offending noise occurred. Since
these indicators of human responsecome to the authorities at no cost, Fields suggests that they
may appearto be an economicalmethod of studying the relative importance of noise at different
times of day. However, it shouldbe stressedthat it is well known that complaint data is less well
correlated with noise exposure than annoyance.

8.3

WHAT DOES EXISTING D AT A TELL US ?

In 1985, Fields analysed the data from ten primary surveys and sixteen secondary surveys
(FIELDS 1985a). The aircraft surveys are given in Table 5. Fields has been collating data on
additional surveys since this date and suggests that no additional survey work would provide
substantiveconclusionsthat would deviate significantly from his findings of 1985. In consulting
with others,there does not appearto be an awarenessof any definitive conclusions from further
work. People's expectations may have increased over time and this may have led to increased
annoyance when their expectations have not been fulfilled. Although up-to-date surveys may
provide information on this trend, it seems unlikely that the shortcomings in the survey data
recognised by Fields have beenovercome to provide less variable data on the values of nighttime weights. A summary of night-time weights as derived by Fields is given in Table 6. This
usesaircraft survey results only. Data on other noise sources can be found in the full reference.
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TABLE 5: Summary of aircraft surveys used by Fields in his analysis (FIELDS 1985a)

Numberof
interviews

Definition of
time period
(e = evening,
n = night)

Noise
metric

Method for
determining
noise levels

USA nine-airport
(CONNOR1976)

8255

0=22:00-07:00

CNR

Measurementsand
interpolation

1967Heathrow
(OLLERHEAD1978)

3755

e=19:00-23:00
n=23:00-07:00

Studytitle
(Main reference)

NNIlo

Modelfrom
measurements
at Heathrow

1980Australia
5-airport
(BULLEN 1983)

3575

e=19:00-22:00
0=22:00-07:00

Leq

Predictionsand
measurements

1972Heathrow
(OLLERHEAD1978)

600

e=19:00-23:00
n=23:00-07:00

NNI

Predictionfrom
model

1979US Am1y
(SCHOMER 1983)

2147

e=19:00-22:00
n=22:00-07:00

Ldn

Predictedcontours

1961 Heathrow
(MCKENNELL 1963)

1731

e=18:00-23:00
n=23:00-08:00

NNI

Measurements,

1971 Gatwick

1030

e=18:00-23:00
n=23:00-06:00

NNI

Predictionsfrom
observedflight tracks

940

n=22:00-07:00

Ldn

Recordof numberof
flights

465

e=19:00-23:00
0=23:00-07:00

none

Recordof number
of flights

3939

e=18:00-22:00
n=22:00-06:00

NNI

Measurements,
predictions

40

e=19:00-22:00
n=22:00-O7:00

none

No noisedata

(OLLERHEAD1975)
1973 LAX night

interpolation

(FIDELL 1975)
1972JFK
(BORSKY 1976)
1971 Swiss 3-airport

(GRAF1974)
1979 JFK
QuestionDevel.
(No publication)
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TABLE 6: Summaryof night-time weights derived by Fields
for aircraft noiseusingthe adjusted energymodel(FIELDS 1985a)
Value of weighting

Method
(seesection8.1)

Studytitle (source)
(seeTABLE 5)

for We' WD

(eveningand night)

1

USA nine airport

Wn = 9.2

1

1967Heathrow

Wn= 1.0

2

1980Australian5 airport

O<w.<4
O<wn,<2

3

1972Heathrow

3

1979US Anny

Wn= 13.2

4

1961 Heathrow

Wn= 25

4

1972Heathrow

we=4
wn< 1

We<1

wn<l

4

1980Australian5 airport

We> 6.0
Wn> 11.5

8.4

CAN WE USE THESE DATA FOR OUR PURPOSE?

Examiningthis questionfrom the statisticalpoint of view, as doesFields (FIELDS 1986c)the answer
to this questionis 'no, we cannotusethis data for predictingannoyancecontoursat night.'
In our model for predicting annoyanceat different times of day, we have demonstratedfour stages
as shown in Figure 10. Night-time weights only relate to the final stage of our model, the
combinationof annoyancefor differenttimes of day. The unresolvedquestionsfrom the preceding
stageswould still needto be clarified for successfulimplementationof this model to predict nighttime annoyancecontours.
In order to correctly interpret the meaning of annoyancemeasurementsfrom social surveys it is
important to consider both the validity and reliability of the annoyancemeasurements.Validity is
defined as the extentto which a questionactuallymeasuressome 'true' underlyingannoyance.The
reliabilityis the extentto which repeatedmeasuresof the sameindividual's annoyanceare consistent.
Analysis of existing social survey data has questionedthe level of validity and reliability of the
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annoyance
data.
In setting out the requirementsof a predictionmodel, the needsfor a model to be robust with wide
applicability, and to use independentof day and night responseswere identified. Even the much
researchedweighting issue does not render reliable results. The derived estimatesof night-time
weightshaveshownconsiderablevariability, for different studiesand different methodsof derivation.
This variability has beendiscussedby Fields as being due to the assumptionsmade in the derivation
analyses,the types and format of the questionsaskedin the surveys,the lack of equableaims of each
survey (the surveyswere not necessarilyattemptingto derive a time-of-day weighting and therefore
we are not necessarilycomparinglike with like), the role of conventionalwisdom, and the correlation
between day and night noise levels. The estimatesthereforedo not lead to weighting values which
are robust, widely applicableand engenderindependentdayand night annoyancereactions.
The studies do however consistentlyfind that evening and night-time noise are rated as more
annoyingthan day-time annoyance.The magnitudeof the differenceis not agreed.
Fieldsprefersthe useof the adjustedenergymodel and the annoyancecomparisonapproachto derive
estimates. In his view, using theseprovide the only real way to estimateindependentday and night
responseswithoutbiasesbeingintroducedfrom conventionalwisdom beliefs. He concludeshowever
that reliable independentvalues for night-time weightingestimatescannotbe derived from existing
data since the noise levels during the day and night are too highly correlated. Commentsare also
offered as to the possibility of cumulative annoyanceresponsescrossingacross the two periods
affectingindependence.Fields thenevaluatesthe relationshipbetweenday-timeand night-time noise
environmentsaround USA airports. He doesthis to evaluatethe feasibility of finding siteswhere the
levels are not highly correlated. He concludesthat there was little potential in identifying a suitable
site in the USA.
Miedema has beencollating environmentalnoise surveydata for work conductedover a number of
years. He is able to interrogatethe databasefor information about key questionson environmental
noise. It was ascertainedfrom discussionthat he plansto analysethe datato find evidencefor timeof-day factors, both in terms of their existenceand magnitude. The results of this work should be
available in late 1997. At the time of the final editing of this report, some information was obtained
on the preliminary results of this analysis. It should be noted however that it was not possibleto
analysethese initial findings in any depth. This TNO work uses8 aircraft noise surveys,some of
these are in addition to the surveysused in the earlierFields analysis. Annoyanceratings and noise
level datawere analysedusingthree statisticalcalculations. Combinationsof values for day, evening
andnight-time weightingswere used in the calculationsto find the optimal combinationfor 'best-fit'
relationships. The resultsappearto suggestoptimum values for night-time and eveningresults for
various sourcetypes. It is not yet known whethertheseresultswill add significantlyto the scientific
debateon night-time annoyance.
An important questioncan be asked at this stage;do the additional surveys offer more reliable or
accuratevaluesof night-time weights? Or are the results subjectto the samefactors which produced
variability in the resultsof Fields' analysis,eg high correlationsbetweenday and night noise levels?
At this stage,after some discussionwith Fields, it seemslikely that there will be the samevariability
in the estimatesdue to the samefactors.
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9

WHY NOT USE EXISTING PRACnCAL IMPLEMENTATIONS
WEIGHTS TO PREDICT ANNOYANCE, SUCH AS DNL ?

9.1.

WHAT IS DNL?

OF NIGHT-TIME

DNL is a practical implementationof a time-of-day weightingused in the USA. There are a number
of descriptors used for community noise which adopt weightings. Common to the assumptions
inherent in most of these descriptorsare three hypothesesas described by Schomer (SCHOMER
1983):
(1)

The communityresponseincreasesmonotonicallywith soundamplitude.

(2)

The communityresponseincreasesmonotonicallywith frequencyof occurrence.

(3)

The communityresponseto soundexposureat night increasescomparedwith the samesound
exposureduring daytime.

The Day-NightAverage SoundLevel, DNL, is a typical representationof thesedescriptors. Inherent
in this descriptorare the hypothesesthat the community reactiongrows in direct proportion to the
growth in soundexposurelevel (SEL), that the communityreactiongrows in proportion to the 10 log
of the number of events,and that a night-time (2200 to 0700) adjustmentor "penalty" of 10 dB is
appropriate. The descriptoris typical of a number which are termed "equal energy" models in that
a growth of 3 dB in SEL is consideredequivalentto a doubling of the number of events. DNL is
often termed Ldnand is measuredin dB.

9.2

THE EVOLUTION AND APPLICAnON OF DNL

DNL has evolved over a period of23 years, between1951 and 1974. Sincethis time no departure
has beenmade from the applicationof this long-established10 dB value for the night-time penalty
in the US. Figure 24 plots the chronologicalsequenceof work that has led to its adoption. This
information was reported in the NASA/F AA workshopof 1980 (NASA/FAA 1980).
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Figure 24: Evolution of the useora 10 dB penalty and DNL in USA
1951

Stevens,Rosenblith and Bolt develop CNR (composite noise rating procedure). Using case studies,
the physical aspectsof noise are related to the expected community response. A 5 dB penalty is
suggestedfor night-time noise, another 5 dB is addedto the background noise level at night. An
effective 10 dB penalty is therefore suggestedfor night operation noise.

~
1957

Stevensand Pietrasanta develop Technical Note 57-10, a procedure for use in airport noise and land use
planning. This used sound level measurements from aircraft to predict noise contours. An energy
average level was calculated over 24 hours with a 5 dB penalty for evening noise and 10 dB penalty for
night-time noise.

~
1961

US Airforce and Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) require a planning guide. A modified CNR
is developed that usesperceived noise level.

u
1967

1st London Heathrow airport study suggest that 17 units of NNI (Noise Number Index) was required
to obtain comparable response in the night-time versus day-time. This was equated to around 11 CNR
units. 10 dB penalty therefore unchanged.

~
1967

Perceived noise level develops into EPNL (effective perceived noise level). Two studies are undertaken
to transfer CNR to take into accountnoise levels of individual aircraft. This results in the NEF (noise
exposure forecast). Exposure and level adjustmentstart affecting operations more strongly.
~

1967

ISO, ICAO, Dutch and others investigate the use of day, evening, night adjustments, eg CNEL
(community noise equivalent level), and sliding scalesfor applications of penalties.

~
1970

Title 4 report of the Clean Air Act for EPA (Environmental Protection Act) by Eldred examines topic
using 50 case histories. He reduces the standard error of his data fit by using a night-time adjustment
and concludes it is better to have an adjustment. (Note that the reduction of the standard error in itself
may not have been statistically significant at the 5 % level (OLLERHEAD, 1978».

u
1974

The EPA had to adopt a measure for cwnulative noise for use around airports in Noise Control Act.
Day/night average sound level introduced. This was based on Eldred's findings, the fact that two or
three period models give little ~~erence in results and the previous histo~oi applying a 10 dB penalty.
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From the literature, it is evidentthat the 10 dB penaltyhas beenlargelybasedon intuition and case
histories. Its choiceis basedon a judgementmade by a group of people or group of committeesand
not on decisionsmade from a lot of hard social surveydata. From time to time researchevidenceis
usedto testits validity (eg SCHOMER1993). The resultsof suchwork tend to supportthe retention
of a 10 dB penalty. It may not be the most accuratedescriptorbut is probablyno worse than anything
else currently in existence. Until evidenceexists that clearlydemonstrateadvantagesover the DNL
approach,changeis unlikely in the USA.
Other implementationsof a night-time penalty exist. A current ICAO project is reviewing how
different countries take into accountaircraft noise occurring during the night-time period. These
practices will not be reported on further in this report. Account should be taken of the fmdings of
the ICAO studyto understandthe basisof the practicesin other countries. Further information can
also be obtained from Gottlob's review of standardsfor assessingcommunity noise (GOlTLOB
1994).

9.3

ARGUMENTS FOR USING DNL IN THE UK

If agreementhas been largely reached in the US to adopt Ldnas a suitable measure to predict
community responseto noise (FINEGOLD 1994), then why don't the UK jump on the same
bandwagon? The procedure, although potentially limited in its supporting research back-up
evidence,appearsto meet a need,is simple and has gained recognitionthrough its long established
application. As Fidell concludes,a 10 dB night-time penalty,while undoubtedlynot exactly correct,
may well be tolerably close to the truth for most purposes(FIDELL 1980). This was one of the
factors underlyingthe advice given in DoE PlanningPolicy GuidanceNote, PPG24 "Planning and
Noise". (DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT, 1994). IfDNL was adopted,Ldn values would
replace Leq values. This could be consideredto be consistentwith PPG24since this effectively
incorporates a 10 dB penalty for the night-time period. Fidell suggeststhat the struggle necessary
to establishwidespreadacceptancefor an alternatetime-of-day weighting factor mayjeopardisethe
credibility of such measures that currently incorporatea 10 dB night-time penalty, while gaining
only a small increment in precision of quantification of human responseto community noise
exposure.

9.4

ARGUMENTS AGAINST USING DNL IN THE UK AT THIS TIME

The UK havebeenproceedingdownan alternativeroute and this hasdivergedfrom practicesadopted
in the US. Any changesto our current systemcould have significant effects on all the parties
mentioned in section6. We have to considerwhethermoving from our current systemto one that
is based on limited researchevidencewould be a positive step. Maybe the current systemis 'noworse' thanadoptingDNL and the argumentsfor retainingour systemare the samethat hold true for
the US retainingDNL.

10

DO WE HAVE ENOUGH RESEARCH EVIDENCE TO PRODUCE NIGHT
CONTOURS THAT DEPICT LEVELS OF NIGHT-TIME ANNOYANCE?

In section5 we examinedan ideal model for predictingannoyanceat different times of the day. This
consisted of four stages, dividing the day into time periods, assessingthe individual effects of
exposureusing dose-responserelationships(and how the mediatingfactors can affect theseeffects),
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combining these effects into a total period annoyanceand finally computingthe overall annoyance
for different periods. We have limited our applicationof this model to the predicting of annoyance
from aircraft noise in order to producecontours for the night-time period.
To determine whether we have enoughresearchevidenceto produce night contours, we need to
consider the information we have on each of these stages. As we have seen, there are many
unresolved problems. Clearly we firstly have to agree how to divide the day into the different
periods. We have discussedthe potential effects of noise during the night period, but not beenable
to prioritise these. We have examinedsome existing dose-responserelationshipsfor these effects
and shown how these vary dependingon source, time-of-day and effect. Furthermore, we have
suggestedthatthe role of the mediatingfactors may be fairly unquantifiable. Although investigated,
thereappearsto be no acceptedmethodto combinetheseeffectsinto a total annoyanceduring a time
period. Many lessonshavebeenlearnt from combiningperiods usingtime-of-dayadjustments. Their
existenceis found necessarybut the value of their magnitudeis a matter for debate. We have been
consideringproducing contours over the night-time period. At present,insufficient data is available
on how annoyancemay vary over this period. It is likely that responseto a noise will be different
dependingonthe typeof activity interferenceand during the shoulderhours. Averaging over shorter
time periods to take into account'worst-periods' could be considered. This could, in effect, be
regardedas using finer different time-of-dayweightings. More information is neededon what may
constitute a 'worst-period' before this type of approachcan be considered. Until all of theseissues
are fully understood,we cannot successfully depict levels of annoyance during the night using
contours.
Before we look in more detail at theseunresolvedissues,let us summarisethe opinions of some of
those directly consultedon this questionduring the processof this study.
Powell expressedthe opinion that we do not know enoughabout the extentand root of night-time
annoyanceand therefore cannot agree metrics or dose-responserelationships at this time. He
generallythought that we do not haveenoughevidenceto define night-time annoyancecontours.
Fidell appearsscepticalaboutthe underlyingstrategyof attemptingto draw inferencesfrom technical
literatureon communityresponseto noiseto appropriateregulatoryaction. He is rathercynical about
the role of non-acousticfactors suchas economic or political concernsdriving regulatorydecisions
rather than these decisionsbeing based on well founded scientific evidence. He may well have a
point.
Vallet is somewhatconcernedwith the importanceof sleepdisturbancein determiningan annoyance
response.He is reluctantto acceptthe conclusionsthat sleepdisturbanceis not a strong effect found
in Ollerhead's sleepstudy (OLLERHEAD 1992).
Miedemais interrogatingthe availableresearchevidencefurther. From TNO's databaseof research
results he is investigatingthe existenceand magnitudeof time-of-day adjustments. He also hopes
to be able to look at the significance of individual effects such as sleep disturbance and
communication interference in determininga total annoyanceresponse. It may be safe to say that
he cannotat presentanswerthis question.
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Fields is a leading expert in this topic. Although he has not worked directly on this for a numberof
years,he has continuedto collate information on past surveywork. He could not recounta critical
survey that would provide any enlighteninganswersto many of the issuesthat he raised over ten
years ago. As a statistician,he may be accusedof looking at the data in a rather stringentmanner.
He has, however, looked at the data from an informed viewpoint, set out their deficiencies and
suggestedhow we should and should not studythe problem. One hasto ask whetherwe could ever
designan all encompassingset of studieswhich mayyield statisticallyacceptableresultswithout the
needto use a significant proportionof the UK's GDP!
As Ollerheadsurmises,there must be some way in using existingevidenceto pull out more of the
answers. This studyhas analysedthe problem and examinedsomeof the researchevidence. It has
been limited by the available time and cost resources. In the time available,we have identified a
number of unresolvedissues. Investmentin re-analysisof surveycollation results may be useful, ie
a more detailed look than has beenpossiblein this project usingtools and data availableto persons
suchasMiedema and Fields. Ollerheadaskswhetherit is anymore difficult to define night contours
than day contours. This work suggeststhat they are only comparableif the main determinantsof
annoyanceare similar. He questionswhetherLeqis the right descriptorto rely on as a prediction for
night-time annoyance. It may be if we can take into accountall the effects using relevantmetrics.
We have seen that Leq may not take into account event levels but could use SEL's in its
determination.
It should be noted that we cannotnecessarilyapplythe findings of all researchstudieson night-time
annoyanceto the issueof producingnight-time contoursto UK airports. One hasto ensurethat the
researchfindings are applicableto the UK situation.
Finally, the author would like to commenton the questionitself Contoursare useful for regulatory
control. However,ifwe combine togetherindicators of the impactof all the effectsinto one measure
or index, we may concealthe information aboutthe dominanteffect leadingto an adverseresponse.
There is indeed value in creatingan all-encompassingannoyanceindex, but in Fidell's words, are
we againsearchingin vain in the questfor the Holy Grail? Maybe we don't needthe Holy Grail, but
only realistic, useful and pragmatictools to do our jobs almostas successfullyas if we had found it.
After all, if we can never truly relatethe subjectiveresponsewith an objectivemeasure,what are the
true valuesof noise contours. Ideally theycould be

1.

Useful to predict a level of communityresponseto noise.

2.

Usefulto provide for objectivecomparisonsbetweendifferent situations.

3.

Helpful in targeting effective noise control options or schedulingaircraft operations to
rninimise effects on public health.

11

RESEARCHNEEDS

11.1

mE UNRESOLVED ISSUESTHAT REQUIRE RESEARCH

Duringthis report a number of unresolvedissueshave beendescribedwhich would require attention
before we can produce night noiseannoyancecontours. Theseare summarisedbelow.
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1.

DefInition of night-time
Which activity are we trying to protect?
At what times do theseactivities occur?
Can night-time be divided into sub-periods?
Assessmentof individual effects of aircraft noise at night-time
Ranking of importanceof the effects at night and variation over night-time period.
Evaluationof mediatingfactors for eacheffect, (including numberof events,ambient
noise, familiarity).
Agreementof dose-response
relationshipsfor eacheffect during the night-time
period.
Can day and night effectsever really be independentlyevaluated?
Determinationof effect of othernon-aircraftnoise sources.
How do we take into accountatypicalnoisecharacteristics.

3.

Total annoyanceduring night-time period.
How do we bestcombine all effectsinto an overall measure?
What significancedoes eacheffect have in determiningan overall annoyance
response?Under what circumstances?

4.

Total overall annoyancefor different time periods.
Does annoyanceat night-time increaseas rapidly with noise level as for day-time.
Does annoyanceor noise level in any otherperiod affect noise annoyanceat night.
If we use the samemetric for day andnight, what is the bestform and magnitudeof
an appropriatepenalty.
If the adjustedenergymodelis not appropriateto describeresponsefor dayand night,
can we adoptnight-time weightingpenalties?

11.2

TYPES OF STUDY

A numberof studystrategiesare availableto fmd answersto some of thesequestions. Theseinclude:

1

Cross-sectional studies whereby long term noise environments of different areas are
compared.For meaningfulresultsof statisticalvalue, assumptionshaveto be made between
the similarity of the socio- and demographicfactors. Cross-sectionalsurveyswith limited
matchedfactors are not appropriate.
Longitudinalstudiesto compareresponsesbefore and after permanentor temporary changes
in noise environment. For anychangesto occur, researchhas shownthat at leastsix months
is required after anychangeto take into accounthabituationand adaptation(FIDELL 1975).
Longitudinal surveysinvolving short term changesare not appropriate.

3

Comparisonsof daily levels with daily annoyance.
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4.

Studiescontrolling noise environmentusing military facilities.

Studiescould take the following forms:
More detailed analysis of existing data (for example using database information). This could
also include more detailed analysis of UK sleep study data to determine if there is a
correlation between sleep disturbance and annoyance (as discussed in paragraph 4.3).
Careful planning would be required for this work. The first step would be to establish the
breadth of data and formulate clear hypotheses to be tested.

2.

Addition of specific questions to already planned survey work, eg studies to be carried out
around Amsterdam -Schiphol Airport.

New surveywork.

11.3

PREFERREDSTUDY OPTIONS

The reporthasshownthatnumerousstudiesexist that have alreadyprovided information on response
to noise during the night-time period. In setting out the way forward, we need to considerhow we
can get the best returns for additional researchefforts. We do not want further researchto form
anotherline of the table of studiesshownin Table 6. The significanceof suchresultswould thenbe
diluted when addedto the other researchdata.
The generalconsensusfrom literature and consultationaboutthe preferencedstudyoptions reflected
Fields' thoughts: he consideredlong term longitudinal studiesto be most suitable. In reality, due to
cost considerationsand the availability of suchlocations,relatively shorterterm longitudinal studies
would have to be considered. Fieldsrecommendedthat immediateresponsesshould be determined
as soonaspossibleafterexposure.This would aim to overcomethe problemof conventionalwisdom
biasing the results. Attention would have to be given to the types of questions. He suggeststhat
linking the periods to other entities other than annoyancemay be beneficial, such as equatingtheir
choice of preferencedtime periodsto monetaryvalues. As becameevident in Fields' time-of-day
work, to successfullyuse an adjustedenergymodel and annoyanceregressionanalysis,sites of study
would be required where the dayand night levels are not highly correlated.

12

CONCLUSIONS

The work objectiveswere set out as:

1.

By reviewing availableresearchevidence,to addressthe question:
"Could night contoursbe producedthat depictlevels of night-time annoyancethat are equally
applicableat the three Londondesignatedairports?"
either

2.

To define independentdayand night annoyancereactions.
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3.

To establishcorrelationsbetweentheseannoyancereactionsand noiseexposurelevels

or
To define what, ifany, new researchcould be conductedto make 2 and 3 possible.
The work hasshownthat we cannotat presentproduce night contoursthat depictlevels of night-time
annoyance. Approximationscould be usedto do this using 10 dB adjustmentsfor night-time levels
but there is little scientific data to support this approach. Furthermorethis is basedon annoyance
being relatedto the averageenergyequivalentlevel. This may not be the optimal metric to take into
accountall the effectsof noise duringthe night-timeperiod.
The main deternlinantsof annoyancereactionsduring the night have beensummarised. Theseare
not ranked in order of importance. Often thesefactors are outweighedagainstother concernswhen
making decisionssuchas thosebasedon economicalor political factors.
Correlationshave beenfound betweenannoyancereactionsand noise exposurelevels. These can
take the form of dose-responserelationshipsfor annoyance,for eachtime of the day, and for each
effect or as night-time adjustmentvalues. There is some agreementon dose-responserelationships
for the day-timeperiod but evidencefor robust and consistentdata for different times of dayremains
unconvincing. Furthermore,thereis a lack of evidenceon the significanceof individual effects such
as sleepdisturbanceand communicationinterferenceon the total annoyanceresponse.
A four stageideal model for predictingannoyanceat different times of day has beensummarised.
This reveals gaps in knowledge which need to be resolved before we can apply it to predicting
annoyancecontours. Although this ideal model may neverbe fully realised,we can fill some of these
gaps through research. This researchshould aim to provide pragmatic tools on which to base
regulatorycontrols using annoyancecontours. Future researchcould use existingdatabasesources
such as that held at TNO. If the Ollerhead 1992 sleep study data would be a useful input to the
TNO's database,thenone approachwould be to makethe data availableto Miedema.
Most countries appearto be moving toward descriptorsfor aircraft noise based on Leq and total
energy models. The fundamentalquestionis can we actually rely upon Leq as a predictor of nighttime effects? The work has shown that Leq may not always be the best descriptor if we are
describing effects which better relate to single eventmetrics. The questionsrelating to the use of
metrics were found to be difficult to answerby consultees. The selectionof the most appropriate
metric should be determinedby the needto measurenoisedose in sucha way as to define the extent
of an effect. We needto know more information abouthow to measureand define the extent of the
effects.

13

RECOMMENDAnONS

There are a number of study options availableto provide data to fill the identified researchneeds.
The following gives recommendationsfor the Department to considerwhensettingthe way forward
in deriving night-time annoyancecontours.
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1.

Further considerationcould be givento the useto which night-time annoyancecontoursare
to be put, as this is likely to impact on the noise metric usedand the time period they cover.
For example,for planningpurposesit may be appropriateto consideran 8 hour night period,
but if specific activities are to be protected it may be necessaryto sub-divide the night into
shorterperiods. In someinstancesthe use of annoyancecontours may not be the best way
to assessthe effectsof aircraft noise.
More researchis needed to clarify the unresolvedissuesin working towards an idealised
model for predictingnight-time noise annoyance.The aim shouldbe to provide a pragmatic
tool on which to base predictions of night-time noise annoyance. This researchshould
considervalue for money (cost versusbenefits),level of statisticalsignificance,cost, use of
specialistgroups,useof specific social surveytechniques,and locationof suitable studysites
with noise environmentswithout strong correlationsbetweendayand night noiselevels.

3.

The effect' of sleepdisturbanceduring the shoulderhours needsfurther investigation. The
results of such an investigation may have an impact both on the assumptionthat sleep
disturbanceis not a strongeffect and the presumedrole or significanceof sleepdisturbance
in detern1iningannoyanceduring the night-time period.

4.

Considerationshould be given to further analysisof the UK Sleep Studydata to determine
if there is a correlation betweenthe measuresof objective sleepdisturbanceand subjective
reports of annoyance. Although such an analysiswould not resolve the role of sleep
disturbance in night-time annoyanceit might make a useful contribution to the ongoing
debate.!

5.

Plannedsurvey work must be identified and where possible,additional questionscould be
added about time-or-dayissues,with little extra cost.

6.

Monitoring of other key developmentsin this field needsto continue. Close liaison should
be maintained with Team 5 "Noise and Sleep" of the International Commission on the
Biological Effects of Noise (ICBEN). Advantage should also be taken of NPL's
representationon the International Committee on Uniform environmentalnoise exposure
metrics set up by the Dutch.

1 It mustalsobe notedthatthe sleepdisturbanceissueis only one of the unresolvedproblems
in deriving night-time annoyancecontours and thus the findings of this analysiswill not alter the
conclusion of this report (ie that there is not currently enough researchevidence to produce
scientifically robust night contoursthat depictlevels of night-time annoyance.)
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7.

The EU have beenconsideringfuture noise policy in their recentgreenpaper (EUROPEAN
COMMISSION 1996). A conferencewas held on 21-22 May 1997 which was attendedby
delegatesfrom manycountriesinterestedin noise issues. This was one of a seriesof such
eventsdesignedto give feedbackon the greenpaper to the EU. At this conference,sleep
disturbanceand noise annoyanceduring the night-time period were discussedin a special
session.The authorof this report was responsiblefor leadingsome of thesediscussionsand
for presentingthe findings to the plenary sessionon the final day. The summary report is
given in PORTER 1997. The issuesthat were looked at included the needs for a special
descriptorfor the night-time period, tailoring descriptorsto the noiseeffects that we wish to
predict. taking into accountthe importance of non-acousticfactors when determining an
annoyanceresponseand providing useful information on the most effective ways to protect
human health at night.It is recommendedthat the Departmenttake into account any EU
conclusionsand their eventualdecisionsas appropriate.

8

The Department should continue to promote technology transfer and dissemination of
information. This could lead to exchangeof ideasand sharing of researchdata. This is of
benefit to both the industry and public. It also servesto minimise costs associatedwith
possible "re-invention of the wheel'. This could involve disseminationof existing research
resultsto databasecollations.

14
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AppendixI:

Classificationof articles: basicquestions

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIAL
AN090303 -CAAINATS- Night NoiseContour Study

Reference:
Relevanceto work aims(0-5):
(0 -irrelevant)
(5 -most relevant)
Key topics covered:
(Annoyance and noise levels (particularly at night), sleep disturbanceand noise levels, setting of
aircraft noise limits, noise metrics,time of day factors, footprints for sleepdisturbancethresholds,
how to accountfor unevennessof noise throughoutthe night, etc)

Pleasecompletewhere informationis available:
(1)
What factors contributeto annoyanceduring the day?

Thenight?

(2)

Can we assumethat there are no direct health affects from sleep disturbance other than
chronic annoyance?

(3)

How does sleepdisturbancecontributeto chronic annoyance?

(4)

If night weighting are used,what basisis adopted?

Doesthisarticle help answerthe following: Could night-time contoursbe produced that depict levels
of night-time annoyance?
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independentday-nightannoyancereactionscoveredin referencematerial?

Are there anycorrelationssuggestedbetweenannoyancereactionsand noiseexposurelevels at
night?

Where doeswork fit or contributeto story chronologically?

Researchneedsidentified (if any1)

Are further relevantreferencessuggested?
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Appendix II:

Identification of key issuesfor use in consultations

Ke~ Questions
The following lists some issuesthat need resolvingto addressthe work objectives. Some of these
have alreadybeenpartially addressedthroughthe initial review findings.

Factorsfor annoyance
-

What factors contributeto annoyanceduring the night?
Are thesedifferent to factors for the day?
How do the same factors for day and night rank in order of
importance?
Can day and night effectsbe independentlyevaluated?
What factors are quantifiable?
What factors are unquantifiable?
In which situationscould unquantifiablenon-acousticfactors playa
significant role and limit the usefulnessof quantifiable exposure
relationships?

Sleep

What is the role of sleepdisturbancein chronic annoyance?
How important is it in deriving a dose-response
relationship?

Metrics

Canwe usethe samemetric for dayand night?
Can the difference in day and night reactions be presentedas a
weight?
If sleepdisturbanceis the main factor, shouldwe use SELLS?

Models

Which time of day model is most appropriate in which
circumstances?
Is annoyancecumulative?
What are the direct and indirect effects at night?
What dose response relationships exist for these effects?

How robust are they?
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Models(continued)

How doesnon-specificand specific annoyancecorrelate?
How do we combine overall effectsinto a measure?
What variablesmediatedoseresponserelationships?
Does annoyanceat night-time increaseas rapidly with noise level as
for daytime?
How does numberof effects affect response?
What role does ambientnoise or familiarity have?
What shapeof curvesdo we expectfor annoyance?
Is doseresponsesameas for entire night?
If not, how does it differ?
Does annoyanceor noise level in any other period affect noise
annoyanceat night?

Research

If there is unconvincingresearchevidenceto define night-time noise
contours,we needto plan further work.
Choice of study?
Choice of strategyto testappropriatemodels?
How to test for independence?
Which questionsandjudgementsbasisis most appropriate?
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Appendix III: Models to predict annoyance

1

Night-time weighting modelsbasedon averageenergy

Fieldsreviewedtime of day weightsand night-time adjustmentsusing four models(FIELDS 1985a).
The first model reviewed was the conventionalmodel found in noise indices based on energy. He
found that no publications exist which offer a theoretical basis for the other models or perform
empirical analysesto determinewhich model bestexplainsannoyance.
The following describesthe principles of eachmodel.

Adjustedenergymodel
This is the conventional"energymodel" acceptedin suchindicesas LON, NEF, and CNEL. In this
model thenoiselevel within eachtime period is adjustedbefore beingcombinedwith the noise levels
from other time periods to make a 24-hour index. The noise level is adjusted with a numerical
weight. This weight is multiplied by the numberof noise eventsor the relative pressuresquaredof
the value of the soundlevels.
The majority of existing indices agreewith this single, simple theory (model) of how humans react
to noise. The indices differ only in how much weight should be attachedto a noise in different
periods.
It is worth comrnentatingthat shouldpeoplemove their understandingaway from the adjustedenergy
concept,the underpinningof currentlyusedindices will be challenged.
Independentperiod effect model
The differentialimpactof a noise in different periodsis assumedto occur in the form of a more rapid
increasein annoyancewith changingnoiselevels in the more sensitiveperiods. This model, although
used to predict total annoyanceover the whole day, assumesthat there exists independentdoseresponserelationshipsfor dayand night basedon the Leq during thesetimes.
Annoyanceis assumedto be directly proportional to the noise level in eachperiod, irrespectiveof
the noise level in other periods. Suchthat:

Total annoyance = constant + (weighting fn x day level) + (weighting fn x night level)

Thus a change in the night-time noise level from, for example, 50 to 44 dB(A) (LEQ) will be
assumedto have the same impact on total annoyancewhether the daytime noise level is 40 or
80 dB. In the adjustedenergymodel, on the other hand, the change from 50 to 55 dB(A) (LEQ)
would be expected to have important impact if the daytime and night-time noise levels were
subjectively approximately equal.
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Decibel difference model/energydifferencemodel
Fields calls this the decibel difference model (FIELDS 1985a) but it was previously called the energy
difference model by Taylor (TAYLOR 1982).

This model implies that annoyanceis independentlyaffected by the value of LEQ for the total 24hour period and number of decibels which separatethe noise levels of the two time periods. Such
that:

An adjustmentcan then be definedas the difference betweenthe daytimeand night-time noise levels
which is equivalentto a one decibeleffect of 24-hourLEQ.

Ratio numbers
Fields reports several studies which attempt to estimatethe weight in the conventional adjusted
energymodel and have unwittingly useda different annoyancemodel.

day annoyance/night
no. of day events/no.

annoyance
of night

= adjustment

for day/night

difference

events

The model usesa ratio analysiswhich relatesthe ratio of two time-period annoyancescoresto the
ratio of the numbers of eventsin the two periods:
This model departs from all other previouslyproposedannoyancemodels in at leasttwo respects:
annoyanceis directly proportional to numbers of events(not loglo number) and the effects of all
additional variables(suchasnoiselevel or attitudinal variables)are multiplicative not additive.

2.

Othermodels basedon single eventlevels

The models alreadysurnmariseduse averageenergyas their basis. The following models suggest
that the noise of a single event may be more important in determiningan adverseresponse. The
models could lead to time of day weightings if the sensitivityto or noticeability of an event at night
is different to that during the day and if the samemetric is relevant for eacheffect in eachperiod.
Singleeventmetricsmaybe bettersuitedto indirect annoyanceeffects of sleepdisturbanceas already
discussed.
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Rylander's Model basedon LMAXofnoisiest event)(RYLANDER 1980)
Rylander investigatedaircraft noise annoyancecontours and the role of overflight frequency and
noise level. His resultsshowedadvantagesof moving away from an adjustedenergymodel to one
that was based on the maximum level in dB(A) experiencedduring an overflight. He used the
nominal noise contour for the noisiestaircraft type in the areawith at least3 overflights in 24 hours.
The resultsdemonstratedthat an increasein the numberof aircraft causesan increasein the extent
of annoyancebut only up to a certainnumber. Furthermore,the extent of annoyancewithin each
category of exposure eventswas related to the noise levels from the noisiestaircraft. This type of
model could suggestthat

Annoyance at night = constant + (function x LMAX)

Hall's Model based on SEL and LMA}{
(HALL 1985)
Hall investigatedactivity interferenceand noise annoyance. This work led on from Taylor's path
analysisconcept alreadydiscussed(T AYLOR 1984). This conceptual model showed a basis for
a model of noise annoyance in which activity interference are included as the primary
interveningfactors, eg sleepdisturbance and communication interference. These activities may
be better accounted for by single event measures.
He examined the use of single event noise levels to describe the noise. He showed that for
indoor speechinterference, the maximum event level was the strongest predictor.
The suggestionimplied for this model is that

Total annoyance = constant + fn (single event characteristics, eg LAX)

3

Modelsto combineeffects

From differentsources:
In the sameway as night weights aim to equate the annoyancefrom a source between night and
day noiseevents, one can propose a model to equatethe impact from different sources by using
penalties. This can depend on heightened response due to particular acoustic features or
judgements or attitudes towards the sources. Examples of this work are given by vos (VaS
1992) and Miedema (MIEDEMA 1993). Although the work in this report relates to one
particular source, aircraft, it is not always heard in isolation and its impact must be judged
relative to the ambient surrounding noise. Assessing combined noise sources has been the
subject of several workshops or conference sessionssuchas that at Internoise '97, Hungary.
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Models to combineeffects.
In section 4 we discussedpath analysis for evaluatingannoyanceand saw in Figure 2 how the
contributory factors convergeon an overall total annoyanceresponse. We needto understandhow
to combine these paths/dose-effectrelationshipsinto an overall measureif we are to produce an
annoyancecontour. Models can examine eitherthe main effect or rank the critical effects in order
of importance. Work by Taylor and Hall haslooked at the significanceof the effectsin determining
an overall response. (TAYLOR 1984, HALL 1985). In discussionsMiedema proposed the
possibility of examiningthe TNO databaseof surveywork to see if it can render an optimum way
of moving from the specific effectsto an overall annoyanceresponse. It is likely that this process
will be fraught with difficulties due to variability of mediatingfactors and dependenceon individual
circumstances. Perhapswe should ask at this stage whether we should be trying to produce an
overall annoyanceresponse. It may be useful for planningand regulation, but may it not concealthe
individual effectsimpactingthe community?
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